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This Article deconstructs code using case studies and shows that code is not neutral and apolitical but instead embodies the values and motivations of the institutions and actors building it. The term "code," as we use it, consists of the hardware and software components of information technologies. Code is increasingly being sought as a regulatory mechanism in conjunction with or as an alternative to law for addressing societal concerns such as crime, privacy, intellectual property protection, and the revitalization of democratic discourse. Our analysis examines how societal institutions, such as universities, firms, consortia, and the open source movement, differentially influence the production of code. Relying on four case studies, we analyze how institutions differ in structure and motivation, and how they are affected by different social, political, economic, and legal influences. We then analyze how these societal institutions, which all approach code creation differently, influence the technical and social characteristics of the code that is developed by them. For example, code developed by a university is likely to contain different values and biases, regarding societal concerns such as privacy, than code developed by a firm. This analysis provides a crucial first step in understanding how society shapes these new technologies. Ultimately, this work may assist policymakers in proactively shaping the development of code to address societal concerns.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most significant theoretical advancements in the legal academy is the recognition that law is not the only method of social regulation. Other methods of social control include social norms and architecture. This has led researchers in a variety of disciplines to document how the architecture of information technologies affects our online experiences and activities. The recognition of the role of


architecture has led policymakers to consider architectural as well as legal solutions to societal problems. Architectural solutions utilizing information technologies have been proposed for issues such as crime, competition, free speech, privacy, security, protection of intellectual property, and revitalizing democratic discourse.


5. The open access movement is based upon the principle that architecture can support competition as well as provide a platform to support innovative applications. Mark A. Lemley & Lawrence Lessig, The End of End-To-End: Preserving the Architecture of the Internet in the Broadband Era, 48 UCLA L. REV. 925 (2001).

6. This Article discusses the use of architectural solutions for addressing the problem of minors viewing inappropriate content. A number of commentators have addressed this issue. Lawrence Lessig & Paul Resnick, Zoning Speech On The Internet: A Legal And Technical Model, 98 Mich. L. REV. 395 (1999); Jonathan Weinberg, Rating the Net, 19 HASTINGS COMM. & ENT. L.J. 453 (1997); see also David E. Sorkin, Technical and Legal Approaches to Unsolicited Electronic Mail, 35 U.S.F. L. REV. 325 (2001) (discussing approaches to limit unsolicited bulk email); CASS SUNSTEIN, REPUBLIC.COM 182-89 (2001) (proposing the redesign of web sites to incorporate links of different viewpoints to provide exposure to differing viewpoints).

7. An example of an architectural solution for privacy is the Preferences for Privacy Project (P3P). See William McGeveran, Programmed Privacy Promises: P3P and Web Privacy Law, 76 N.Y.U. L. REV. 1812 (2001) (arguing for P3P as a solution to privacy problems); infra note 575 (providing background on P3P); see also Malla Pollack, Opt-In Government: Using the Internet to Empower Choice—Privacy Application, 50 CATH. U. L. REV. 653, 699 (2001) (proposing the creation of a government search engine that only links to web sites that protect a user’s privacy); Shawn C. Helms, Translating Privacy Values With Technology, 7 B.U. J. SCI. & TECH. L. 288 (2001) (arguing the government, privacy advocacy groups, and users should support the adoption of privacy enhancing technologies).


There is scant attention devoted to studying how architectural solutions are developed by society. This contrasts with the comprehensive efforts in understanding the development of legal solutions in fields such as legislation, administrative law, and public choice theory. As a result, it is well understood how to address societal problems with legal solutions, but not with architectural solutions. This Article addresses this lacuna by deconstructing the development of information technologies through an examination of the various societal actors developing these technologies. This allows us to comprehend why information technologies differ in various social and technical aspects, such as the support for standards or the attention to privacy considerations.

This Article analyzes the development of information technologies or “code.” We use the term “code” to refer to the architecture of information technologies, which includes its hardware and software components. While code is usually associated with the Internet and information technologies, our analysis is intended to be much more encompassing. The Internet is made up of over one hundred million computers, however, there were over five billion microprocessors sold in 1998. These microprocessors are the code that governs many other technologies from aircraft and ships to refrigerators, lights, and smoke detectors.

This Article studies code by analogizing code to law. There are a number of institutions that develop law, including legislative bodies, acts and regulations of executive bodies, judicial precedents, and legal customs. All of these can differ in their role in society, their individual and institutional motivations, and their processes. In studying code, we began by recognizing there is not one legislator for cyberspace. Instead, code is produced within a number of institutions.

11. For example, at George Mason University these topics are all addressed in courses in their regulatory track. See George Mason University, Specialty Law Track: Regulatory Law, available at http://www.gmu.edu/departments/law/academics/regtrack.html (last modified Jul. 17, 2002).
14. Id.
15. We use the concept of legislators only in the descriptive sense and not in any normative sense. That is, we strive to understand who the rule makers for cyberspace are. We do not argue that the rule makers for cyberspace ought to act as
institutions or legislators include universities, firms, consortia, and the open source movement. These institutions have different roles, motivations, end users, and structures. As a result, they are affected by social, political, economic, and legal influences. This is then reflected in the attributes of the final code. These attributes include technical features, such as the use of open standards, as well as features that impinge upon societal concerns, such as intellectual property rights and privacy.

This Article bridges and contributes to theoretical work occurring in both the legal and communications literature. Legal scholars have highlighted the importance of considering code as a method of social control. More recent work argues for using code to address societal concerns. For example, Burk and Cohen argue for the incorporation of a technological “fair use” infrastructure into digital rights management systems. This Article contributes to this scholarship by explaining how society shapes the development of code. This work also recognizes the strengths and weaknesses of various societal institutions in developing code. This issue is a contentious one. Johnson and Post urge that government should allow consumers to choose code through the market. For others, the significance of code is such that it should not be left solely to the market. Our analysis highlights the strengths and weaknesses of relying upon firms to develop code. Moreover, we show how other institutions can develop code that addresses societal concerns which go unmet by the market.

Communications scholars have long recognized the power of code. They emphasize how code, the medium of an information technology, affects how communications occurs. For example,
McLuhan argued that the medium of communication fundamentally affects our understanding of the world.\textsuperscript{22} Communications scholars versed in political economy also study the development of code.\textsuperscript{23} Their work typically documents how social, economic, political, and legal factors affect the design and implementation of code. For example, Crane has shown that international political differences led to different television standards around the world.\textsuperscript{24} However, there is a lack of work on newer information technologies within this school of thought. Moreover, this scholarship usually focuses on code developed by firms, with little attention given to universities, consortia, or the open source movement.

Our analytical framework is based upon the methodologies of Science & Technology Studies (STS). STS analyzes how society affects the development of technology.\textsuperscript{25} Its methodological approach is useful to our study, since code is a form of technology. STS examines how technology is shaped by societal factors such as politics, institutions, economics, and social structures.\textsuperscript{26} STS seeks to understand how unstable societies over a larger space, for example, the Roman Empire. H\textsc{arold} I\textsc{nnis}, \textsc{Empire and Communications} (1950).

\textsuperscript{22} M\textsc{arshall} M\textsc{cLuhan}, \textsc{Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man} (1964). There have been a number of articles applying McLuhan to the Internet. \textsc{See} Larry Press, \textsc{McLuhan Meets the Net}, \textsc{Comm. ACM}, July 1995, at 15.

\textsuperscript{23} V\textsc{incent} M\textsc{osco}, \textsc{The Political Economy of Communication: Rethinking and Renewal} (1996); Robert McChesney, \textsc{The Political Economy of Global Communication, in Capitalism and the Information Age} 1 (Robert McChesney et al. eds., 1998). Scholars in information studies are also studying the development of code, most prominently under the rubric of social informatics. Rob Kling et al., \textsc{Social Informatics in Information Science: An Introduction}, 49 J. AM. SOC'Y FOR INFO. SCI. 1047 (1998); Steve Sawyer & Howard Rosenbaum, \textsc{Social Informatics in the Information Sciences: Current Activities and Emerging Directions}, 3 INFORMING SCI. 89 (2000).

\textsuperscript{24} R\textsc{honda J. Crane}, \textsc{The Politics of International Standards: France and the Color TV War} (1979); \textsc{see also} Robin Mansell, \textsc{The New Telecommunications: Political Economy} (1993) (noting how design of telecommunication networks reflects the institutionalized power relations between major multinational telecommunication companies and government).

\textsuperscript{25} Wiebe E. Bijker, \textsc{Sociohistorical Technology Studies, in Handbook of Science and Technology Studies} 229 (Sheila Jasanoff et al. eds., 1995); Wiebe E. Bijker & John Law, \textsc{General Introduction, in Shaping Technology/Building Society} 3 (Wiebe E. Bijker & John Law eds., 1992); Robin Williams & David Edge, \textsc{The Social Shaping of Technology}, 25 RES. POL'Y 865 (1996) (reviewing the literature with an emphasis on research on information technologies).

\textsuperscript{26} One central point of STS research is the rejection of technological determinism. Technological determinism conceives of technological change as an independent factor and argues that technological change causes social change. Technology is viewed as an outside force upon society. Thus, technological determinism does not consider how societal factors affect the development of a technology. Donald MacKenzie & Judy Wajcman, \textsc{Introductory Essay: The Social Shaping of Technology, in The Social Shaping of Technology} 2 (Donald
technologies develop and why they are designed in a specific manner. This approach stresses that in order to understand technologies we must be cognizant that technologies can be designed in other ways. Hence, we have chosen to use technological case studies that are institutionally diverse to investigate how code is shaped.

The recognition that technologies can be designed differently is important because each specific design will necessarily favor certain social actors, and therefore, establish patterns of power and authority for these social actors. The classic example given by Winner is the bridges over the parkways of Long Island. These bridges appear to have a strictly utilitarian purpose. However, the height of these bridges is quite low, as short as nine feet. The reason these bridges were designed so short was to prevent buses from passing underneath them. This serves to exclude poor people, who rely on public transportation to access Long Island. Thus, the seemingly neutral bridge design is in reality a method of social engineering to achieve class or racial exclusion. This example illustrates how the design of a bridge is value-laden or political. Similarly, scholars have shown how code is also value-laden. An example of value-laden code relevant to law was the bias in airline reservation systems in the 1980s. The two dominant airline reservation systems were Sabre and Apollo, which were owned by American and United Airlines respectively. Their competitors claimed that the reservations systems were preferential to their owners’ flights over other competing flights. This was manifested in competitors often being placed on a second screen of flights, which research had demonstrated that travel agents would not often view. Consequently, the Department of Transportation regulates airline reservation systems and bars any discrimination in displays. Reservation systems cannot favor their airline parent or allow airlines to pay for a better position. Robert Ernest Hall, _Digital Dealing: How e-Markets Are Transforming the Economy_ 169-75 (2001). This issue has resurfaced with the creation of the Orbitz online booking site created by five major airlines. Critics charge that Orbitz is favored by its owners, thus creating a biased reservation system. Joe Sharkey, _New Twist in Booking Airline Tickets_, N.Y. TIMES, May 21, 2002, at C8.
Institutions were chosen as the unit of analysis because they are responsible for creating the vast majority of code. Their significance has led other scholars studying code to use an institutional framework. We consider institutions to be composed of a group of actors who are subject to a system of rules that structures their activities. These rules consist of goals, rights, procedures, social norms, and formal legal rules. Our analysis is focused on institutions and not on individuals because, in the aggregate, it is the institutions that design cyberspace. Although the designers are individuals, they work within institutions. They are subject to the rules and norms of these institutions, thus attenuating individual preferences or desires. Moreover, the institutional values and preferences are a composite reflection of the individuals compromising these institutions.

To illustrate the importance of institutions in design of technologies, consider the development of the Internet. Naughton argues that the Internet, as we know it today, would not have arisen in biases certain uses over others); Helen Nissenbaum, *How Computer Systems Embody Values*, IEEE COMPUTER, March 2001, at 118 (arguing that computer systems embody values); Lucas Introna & Helen Nissenbaum, *Defining the Web: The Politics of Search Engines*, IEEE COMPUTER, Jan. 2000, at 54 (illustrating an example of bias with Internet search engines).


34. While the invention of certain code may be the result of one person, it takes an institution to design, develop, and implement code. For example, a college student invented Napster, but to market Napster it was necessary to create a firm. Similarly, Robert Thau rewrote the Apache server by himself in a month. But it took a whole network of people to continue to refine, develop, and support Apache. This network is subject to institutional norms that that shape the development of code.

35. See Fountain, *supra* note 33. This does not mean designers are irrelevant. For example, it is possible to affect the design process through changes in the designers. Fountain argues that information technologies would be designed differently if more women participated in the design process. For example, women are more concerned about end users in the design of information technologies.
institutions outside academia. The military-industrial complex would not have built a network without central control, one based on open standards that allow anyone to connect to the network. Similarly, the media conglomerates would not have built a network that allows people so much freedom in choosing content. Even less likely would be the media conglomerate’s support of a network that allowed anyone to become a publisher. Instead, the media firms would have built networks premised on pushing content to consumers. Thus, the architecture of the Internet itself was influenced by its institutional origins in academia.

This Article focuses on four institutions that have been important in the development of code. The first, universities, is an important source of innovative research and development for new technologies. Universities account for over half of all fundamental research within the United States and are the genesis of many technology firms. Many significant information technologies have emerged from universities including the Internet, reduced-instruction set computing (RISC), and computer graphics.

---

38. Similarly, David Silver studied a non-profit and a for-profit community network in Seattle, Washington and Blacksburg, Virginia. He found that the institutional structure led to differences in both content and communication within the network. The network in Blacksburg was sponsored by a number of commercial sponsors, which was reflected in the commercialism that permeated the site and the avoidance of controversial issues of race, gender, and sexuality. In contrast, the community network in Seattle formed as a bottom-up process through a local computing organization. Its goal was public participation and the site largely consisted of a diverse community of non-profit groups. This recognition of diverse interests allowed the Seattle community network to blossom into an important resource for citizens. Thus the code of community networks was affected by its institutional structure. David Silver, Localizing the Global Village: Lessons from the Blacksburg Electronic Village, in The Global Village: Dead or Alive? 79 (Ray B. Browne & Marshall W. Fishwick eds., 1999); David Silver, Margins in the Wires: Looking for Race, Gender, and Sexuality in the Blacksburg Electronic Village, in Race in Cyberspace 133 (Beth E. Kolko et al. eds., 2000).
40. Computer Science and Telecommunications Board, National Academy of Sciences, Making IT Better: Expanding
The second institution, the firm, is the leading developer and implementer of code. Firms spent over fifty billion dollars on research and development of new code in 1998. Moreover, firms such as IBM, Hewlett-Packard, and Microsoft are the primary source of code for end users.

The third institution, the consortium, is an institution that arises from the cooperative efforts between firms or individuals. The majority of standards for information technologies are created within consortia. Two prominent consortia for the Internet are the World Wide Web Consortium and the Internet Engineering Task Force.

The final institution, the open source movement, strives to keep the source code, the human readable instructions for code, freely available to the public. By keeping this code freely available, the open source movement utilizes the cooperative efforts of its members to create and continually improve the code. The open source movement has created products that rival or surpass those created by firms, such as the Apache web server and the Linux operating system.

This Article is organized as follows. Part II provides a background with factual content from our case studies. We chose technological case studies to better understand the development of code within these institutions. Our case studies explore the influence of social, economic, and political factors on the development of code. The case studies include the development of the first popular web browser, NCSA (National Center for Supercomputing Applications) Mosaic, within a university. The second case study concerns

---

**Endnotes**

41. See Computer Science and Telecommunications Board, Making It Better, supra note 40, at 64.


43. The concept of voluntary cooperative efforts producing code has been termed peer production. See Yochai Benkler, The Battle Over the Institutional Ecosystem in the Digital Environment, COMM. ACM, Feb. 2001, at 84; Eric von Hippel, Open Source Shows the Way: Innovation by and for Users – No Manufacturer Required!, SLOAN MGMT. REV. (Summer 2001); infra note 267 (providing further discussion on peer production).
Netscape’s incorporation of the cookies technology into their web browser. Cookies are a technology that allows web sites to gather information about their visitors. The third case study focuses on the development of the Platform for Internet Content Selection (PICS) by the World Wide Web Consortium. PICS is a standard for labeling web pages for the purpose of limiting access to inappropriate material by minors. The fourth case study focuses on Apache, which is developed by the open source movement. Apache is the most widely used web server. Throughout the Article, we rely on these case studies to provide support for our analysis.

Part III provides an overview of the different institutions engaged in creating code. Just as the development of law can occur in various forms of legislative bodies, code is created in various institutions. This overview discusses how these institutions differ in their role in society, their motivations, intended users, and their structural characteristics that affect, in turn, the development of code. The intent of this section is to serve as a foundation for later sections that refer to the structural features of these institutions.

Part IV considers influences on the development of code. Just as constituents, campaign contributions, special interests, and a legislator’s personal values influence legislation, code is also influenced along similar lines. This section discusses how code is shaped in the development process by the institutions’ members as well as by outside social, economic, political, and legal factors. We find that institutions differ markedly in their response to outside influences. For example, while some institutions are primarily influenced by their membership, others are primarily influenced by outside factors such as economic influences.

Part V focuses on management decisions that affect the process of the development of code. These decisions are akin to the decisions made during the legislative process for law. Decisions on the speed of development, what features to include, and how widely to disseminate code differ from institution to institution. As a result, even if institutions were given identical code projects, the legislative process would shape the development of code with markedly different values.

Part VI discusses the different attributes of code that emerge from societal institutions. These attributes have enormous consequences on the use of code as well as social and political reverberations. This section analyzes the different tendencies of institutions in shaping code. The technical attributes include open standards, choice of intellectual property protection, open source, and the quality of code. We also consider less technical attributes such as marketing, user-friendliness, documentation, and technical support.
The final attribute we discuss is how social values are embedded in code. These values affect societal concerns, such as security and privacy, and are of the greatest concern for policymakers. This analysis is useful to policymakers who have an interest in predicting the development of code when determining social policy.

II. THE CASE STUDIES: THE DEVELOPMENT OF CODE WITHIN INSTITUTIONS

A common refrain in politics is that there are two things that you just don’t want to see being made: sausage and law. It is our hope that you find the development of code fascinating and important. This part presents four case studies on the development of code in different institutions. These case studies provide the factual material for the later analysis. The case studies were chosen based upon the institutions that were represented and also upon the interaction of code with public policy issues. We accept that the case studies are not representative of all code, and therefore, this limits our generalizations. It also leads us to provide additional examples to buttress our arguments during our later analysis.

The first case study begins with the origins of the World Wide Web (WWW or web) at a government-funded laboratory in Europe. This case study follows the development of the first web browser to the creation of NCSA Mosaic, which became the first popular web browser. Its creators would leave the University of Illinois to form Netscape.

The second case study focuses on Netscape’s cookies technology. Cookies have significant privacy implications, because they allow a web site to maintain information about its visitors. We also examine the cookies standardization effort by a consortium, the Internet Engineering Task Force.

The third case study is on the Platform for Internet Content Selection (PICS) developed by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). PICS is a method for rating inappropriate content on the web. PICS was developed in response to government regulation on the transmission of indecent content to minors.

The final case study examines the open source web server Apache, which is now the most popular web server on the Internet. Apache’s roots go back to the NCSA Mosaic web server developed at the University of Illinois. A community of volunteer developers
improved the NCSA Mosaic web server into the Apache web server. Apache is now the exemplar of how the open source movement’s code rivals commercially available code.

A. WORLD WIDE WEB

This section focuses on the role of governmental institutions and universities in the development of code. The first section discusses the creation of the first web browser and libwww, which became the foundation of later web browsers and servers. The second section describes the development of the first mainstream web browser, NCSA Mosaic.

1. LIBWWW

The origins of the web occurred at the Conseil Europeen pour la Recherche Nucleaire (CERN). This is a laboratory for particle physics funded by twenty European countries. Tim Berners-Lee conceived of the web in 1989 at CERN as a way of connecting information resources for the particle physics community. He envisioned the web as a networked environment, which used hypertext links to connect disparate information sources. For example, the web at CERN allowed access to the telephone book, conference information, a remote library system, and help files through a uniform addressing system.

Berners-Lee initially followed CERN’s “buy, don’t build” motto by asking firms selling hypertext programs to incorporate his web concept. These firms were not interested. They did not find the appeal of the web compelling, despite the ease of adding Internet access to their products. So Berners-Lee began creating the software for the web on his own as an informal project within CERN. Over

---

45. JAMES GILLIES & ROBERT CAILLIAU, HOW THE WEB WAS BORN 183 (2000).
47. BERNERS-LEE, supra note 46, at 26-28.
48. Id. at 42.
By 1991, Berners-Lee and Robert Cailliau developed a web browser and server for the NeXT operating system. \(^50\) To increase the web’s popularity, the web browser and server code were freely available to the public. Berners-Lee announced this on Internet newsgroups, such as alt.hypertext. These actions broadened the audience from a small group of high-energy physicists to the academic community at large. In turn, the academic community sent reports on problems along with requests for enhancements to Berners-Lee. \(^51\)

In the summer of 1991, Richard Stallman visited CERN and talked about the Free Software Foundation (FSF). The FSF was based around the development of free software with programmers largely volunteering their labor. \(^52\) Berners-Lee did not have a staff inside CERN and recognized that this community of volunteers could help design web browsers for other popular computer operating systems such as UNIX. \(^53\) Berners-Lee began publicly touting the development of web browsers as good projects for university students. As a result, students from Helsinki University wrote Erwise, the first web browser for a UNIX operating system. \(^54\)

Intending to encourage the development of the web, Berners-Lee asked his CERN-provided programmer to develop the individual pieces of code, which other programmers could build upon. Berners-Lee required the code be written in C, a common language for portable code, even though it meant rewriting the code from his original web browser. \(^55\) These pieces, named “libwww,” became the foundation of many web applications including web browsers and web servers. Their portability allowed them to be used with different computer operating systems. \(^56\)

Available to the public as public domain software, \(^57\) Berners-

---

49. Gillies & Cailliau, supra note 45, at 234.
50. Id. at 202-203.
52. Gillies & Cailliau, supra note 45, at 208-09; see infra text accompanying note 268 (providing more background on the FSF).
54. Berners-Lee, supra note 46, 55-56.
55. Berners-Lee had originally written the browser in an uncommon programming language known as objective-C. Berners-Lee, supra note 46, at 48.
56. Gillies & Cailliau, supra note 45, at 209.
Lee tried to get libwww released under the FSF’s GPL license. However, there were rumors that large companies, such as IBM, would not use the web if there was any kind of licensing issue. This came on the heels of the Gopher Internet technology, which was widely abandoned when the University of Minnesota began requiring licenses for commercial use. Berners-Lee decided to release the code into the public domain, thus placing no restrictions on its use. This strategy worked, and within a year there were multiple browsers for UNIX systems, and browsers were appearing for Macintosh and Windows operating systems.

Berners-Lee’s motivation was to persuade the computing community to adopt the web. He believed the web would be extraordinarily valuable to society. He did not act for his own financial gain. In fact, at several junctures, Berners-Lee decided to remain the benevolent father of the web. He put his vision of the web ahead of personal financial gain. Today, Berners-Lee is the head of the World Wide Web Consortium, which is dedicated to developing open standards to unlock the full potential of the web.

2. NCSA Mosaic

The next major step in the growth of the web occurred at the National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. In the early 1990s, NCSA was working on visual and collaborative software to allow scientists to share data for networks in an easily comprehensive 3-D form. In the fall of 1992, Marc Andreessen worked for Ping Fu on visualization projects at NCSA. Ping Fu asked Andreessen to write a graphical interface for a browser. He replied, “What’s a browser?” She then showed him an early hypermedia system with links. She asked him to develop a tool that would allow people to download software by just clicking on a button. Andreessen replied, “Isn’t that hard code FTP?” She answered, “Marc [Andreessen], you can do something more (summarizing the announcement by CERN).

58. Id.; see infra text accompanying notes 467-470 (providing more information on the GPL).

59. Gopher, an early text based web precursor, was developed at the University of Minnesota. It did not achieve popularity because the university sought to license Gopher to commercial entities. It wasn’t just the licensing fees that scared off firms. Developers knew they had to ask their lawyers to negotiate rights in any use of Gopher. This action was too costly for firms and their developers. BERNERS-LEE, supra note 46, at 72-73; GILLIES & CAILLIAU, supra note 45, at 289-90.

60. GILLIES & CAILLIAU, supra note 45, at 202.

61. BERNERS-LEE, supra note 46, at 17, 83-84.

Later, on November 10, 1992, Andreessen watched a demonstration of the web by NCSA staff member Dave Thompson. Thompson thought the web might be an innovative solution for the online collaboration project. Andreessen was inspired by this demonstration and began investigating the web through the www-talk newsgroup hosted by CERN.

A few days later, the first public release of Midas, an early web browser, was announced on www-talk. Andreessen was one of the first to download it. He then emailed Tony Johnson the author of Midas. He began by explaining who he was and what NCSA was. He then suggested possible improvements such as WYSIWYG hypertext editing, inclusion of graphics and animations, and scientific data files. He also proceeded to give Johnson a long list of problems that he found within the code. A few hours later, Andreessen emailed Johnson asking him if he was planning to add other Internet services such as FTP and gopher. Over the next few days, Johnson received a number of emails from Andreessen about fixes and possible improvements. In the end, Johnson did not want to collaborate with NCSA and he wrote Andreessen, “[w]ell, I’m not sure I want to change everything, I’m happy with it the way it is.” Johnson’s rationale was that he was “first and foremost a physicist,” and not a computer programmer.

Next, Andreessen introduced NCSA staff member Eric Bina to the web, and they began discussing the potential of the web. They recognized that the existing web browsers were limited and not easy to use. Their first project was to write a better web browser. Bina’s and

---

63. GILLIES & CAILLIAU, supra note 45, at 238. To download files over the Internet a common protocol that is used is FTP, which stands for File Transfer Protocol.

64. Id.; see also Alan Deutschman, Imposter Boy, GQ, Jan. 1997 (arguing that the idea for NCSA Mosaic belongs to Dave Thompson), available at http://www.chrispy.net/marca/gqarticle.html.

65. WYSIWYG stands for “What You See Is What You Get.” A WYSIWYG application allows one to see on the display screen exactly what will appear when the document is printed. In contrast, older word processors were incapable of displaying different fonts and graphics on the display screen although they would be present in a printed copy. Random House Webster’s College Dictionary, WYSIWYG 1512 (2000); Webopedia, WYSIWYG, available at http://webopedia.internet.com/TERM/W/WYSIWYG.html (last visited Jan. 27, 2002).

66. GILLIES & CAILLIAU, supra note 45, at 238-39.

67. Id. at 239.

68. Id. at 225.

69. Id. at 239.
Andreessen’s manager, Joseph Hardin, understood the significance of the project and approved the project.70

Andreessen and Bina began developing a web browser based upon CERN’s libwww code.71 They also followed the web standards set by Berners-Lee. They started writing code in December 1992 and by January 1993 they came up with a workable beta version called NCSA Mosaic.72 The name Mosaic was supposed to represent the idea that the web is a single picture made up of many parts – a mosaic, of Internet services such as HTTP, FTP, Gopher, News, and WAIS.73

The web browser project initially met with little excitement within NCSA. However, the Internet community began widely using the beta version of the web browser, as indicated by the number of downloads for the browser from NCSA’s server.74 The popularity of the web browser led to the NCSA formally approving the project, and allowing the Windows and Macintosh programmers to work full time on the project.75 In November 1993, NCSA Mosaic was available as version 1.0 for the UNIX, Windows, and Macintosh operating systems.76

The design of NCSA Mosaic was basically the work of two people, Bina and Andreessen, but there were many people who contributed to its development. Andreessen enhanced the web browser based on comments he received through discussions in public forums. Andreessen was one of the top participants in www-talk during 1993 when we was developing and refining NCSA Mosaic.77 According to

70. NAUGHTON, supra note 36, at 242.
71. JIM CLARK, NETSCAPE TIME: THE MAKING OF A BILLION – DOLLAR START UP THAT TOOK ON MICROSOFT 162 (1999); GILLIES & CAILLIAU, supra note 45, at 239.
73. CS ALUMNI NEWS, supra note 72. HTTP is the Hypertext Transfer Protocol used for the web. FTP is the File Transfer Protocol used for files transfers. Gopher was an early text based web precursor. The news service is used most prominently for Usenet newsgroups. WAIS stood for Wide Area Information System and was an early method of search and retrieving documents. For more information on these see the World Wide Web Consortium’s web pages on Internet protocols at http://www.w3.org/Protocols/.
74. Id.
75. Id.
76. GILLIES & CAILLIAU, supra note 45, at 241.
Berners-Lee, what made NCSA Mosaic great was that Andreessen made “it very easy to install, and he supported it by fixing bugs via email any time night or day. You’d send him a bug [problem] report and then two hours later he’d mail you a fix.” According to Berners-Lee, Andreessen was cultivating good customer relations with his rapid fixing and new enhancements. This was in sharp contrast to other student efforts. This customer support led to NCSA Mosaic becoming the most widely used web browser in 1993.

There were three important design features in NCSA Mosaic. The first was that NCSA Mosaic was designed to be accessible and easy to use. Andreessen has stated that “the Net was at least ten years behind the mainstream computer industry” when he was at the University of Illinois. For example, the lack of point and click software for FTP meant that people had to type in addresses by hand and remember the directory location of the FTP archives. Andreessen designed NCSA Mosaic as an easy to use navigational tool for browsing the web and linking together video images, graphics, audio, and text. He strove to make the program intuitive for people who were used to running ordinary applications such as word processing.

The second significant design feature was the lack of publishing features. The original web browser designed by Berners-Lee allowed people to write, edit, and publish web pages. Instead of a browser, it was a browser/editor. In this browser/editor, it was as easy to compose pages, as it was to read pages. According to Berners-Lee, “my vision was a system in which sharing what you knew or thought should be as easy as learning what someone else knew.” In fact, (announcing a new beta version of NCSA Mosaic by Andreessen).

78. Gillies & Cailliau, supra note 45, at 240.
80. See Gillies & Cailliau, supra note 45, at 241 (estimating over a million copies were downloaded).
82. Naughton, supra note 36, at 241.
83. Quittner & Slatalla, supra note 46, at 47.
84. Gillies & Cailliau, supra note 45, at 242-43; Berners-Lee, supra note 46, at 29.
85. Gillies & Cailliau, supra note 45, at 193-95.
86. Berners-Lee, supra note 46, at 33. While NCSA Mosaic did not allow people to write and publish pages, early versions did have an annotation feature. The browser had a collaborate button on the menu bar which worked with the Collage software designed by NCSA. This allowed users to select a web page and add their own annotations, which could be seen either for personal use or for a defined group of collaborators. See Gillies & Cailliau, supra note 45, at 240.
Berners-Lee was uncomfortable with NCSA Mosaic because of its emphasis on presentation and the absence of functionality to allow people to easily write pages.\textsuperscript{87}

The third significant design decision was the inclusion of images in web pages. To accomplish this, Andreessen had to add the capability into the web browser’s code and add a new tag to the HTML standard for writing web pages. Andreessen added this capability in his the first version and announced it on www-talk. This announcement of multimedia capabilities led to controversy. Deciding how to introduce multimedia and what the appropriate standards should be was still undergoing discussion in the web community. However, the popularity of NCSA Mosaic led to the new tag becoming a de facto addition to the HTML standard.\textsuperscript{88} Berners-Lee did not like this approach because it could lead to others adding their own tags resulting in a fragmented HTML standard.\textsuperscript{89}

In the beginning, the management structure for NCSA Mosaic was loose at best. According to Andreessen, the team consisted of a loose confederation of people with no real management. Programmers would work late at night and talk over pizza. However, this changed as NCSA Mosaic’s popularity grew.\textsuperscript{90} Once NCSA officially took over there were formal meetings, sometimes with over forty people. The original cadre of programmers was no longer independent and had to follow new management guidelines. Moreover, the programmers did not respect the management’s decision-making capability. They did not think the management had the adequate ability or foresight to develop NCSA Mosaic.\textsuperscript{91}

Besides the new layers of management, Andreessen and the other programmers were perturbed by the highly political academic environment.\textsuperscript{92} This was highlighted when the \textit{New York Times} featured NCSA Mosaic in an article in December 1993. Although Andreessen and Bina were both interviewed, the \textit{New York Times} used a photo of NCSA director Larry Smarr and the Project Coordinator Joseph Hardin, instead of a group photo of the programmers. This incensed the programming team. Chris Wilson recalls, “at that point I just wanted to get out of NCSA and find something new to do. . . . Some
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of the management decisions there were getting harder to deal with. There were rebellions breaking out all over, evidenced by the fact that the entire team left shortly after I did." 93 The source of the rebellion was the insistence by NCSA to give the institution credit for NCSA Mosaic instead of the original programming team.

The University of Illinois acted similarly to NCSA. The university did not encourage the original programmers of NCSA Mosaic to commercialize their program. Instead, the university chose to assert ownership over the NCSA Mosaic web browser. While the university continued to support further development of NCSA Mosaic for public use, 94 the license for the NCSA Mosaic source code limited its use to “academic institutions and United States government agencies for internal use.” 95 The rights for commercial use of the source code of NCSA Mosaic were initially licensed to about a dozen companies. 96 By mid 1994, the university licensed all future commercial licensing rights for NCSA Mosaic to Spyglass. 97 However, by the end of 1996, the popularity of commercial Internet browsers led NCSA to abandon its development of the NCSA Mosaic browser.

B. Cookies

Netscape, a consortium, developed the cookies technology. In the following section, we discuss how Netscape’s cookies technology led the Internet Engineering Task Force to develop a precise technical standard for cookies.

1. Netscape’s Cookies

In December 1993, a bitter Andreessen graduated from the University of Illinois. By March, he was talking to Jim Clark about a potential new Internet company. 98 Andreessen next persuaded almost all of the core developers of NCSA Mosaic to leave NCSA and to join him at Mosaic Communications Corp., which eventually became Netscape Communications.

94. CLARK, supra note 71, at 41.
95. MOODY, supra note 88, at 186.
96. CS ALUMNI NEWS, supra note 72; QUITTNER & SLATALLA, supra note 46, at 107.
97. MOODY, supra note 88, at 186.
98. CLARK, supra note 71, at 52.
The new company would make money by selling web servers. According to Jim Clark, the profit margin on web browsers was slim, but significant on 50,000 secure server applications. These secure web servers would be in demand by corporations seeking to make money over the Internet. This business decision led to an emphasis on security, commerce, and performance of both web servers and browsers. This led Netscape to develop new technologies such as cookies, continuous document streaming, and Secure Sockets Layer. These new technologies would be incorporated in the new Netscape Enterprise Server as well as in the new browser code named Mozilla.

The cookies technology was the most innovative feature and one that would forever alter the web. According to Lessig, “before cookies, the Web was essentially private. After cookies, the Web becomes a space capable of extraordinary monitoring.” In early web browsers, the Internet was a stateless place. A stateless web is analogous to a vending machine. It has little regard for who you are, what product you are asking for, or how many purchases you make. It has no memory. Statelessness on the web made commerce difficult. Without a state mechanism, buying goods is analogous to using a vending machine. You could not buy more than one product at a time and there would be no one-click automated shopping feature that remembers your personal information.

The statelessness problem concerned the Netscape Enterprise Server Division, which was working on a contract for a new shopping cart application for online stores. A shopping cart would allow a website to keep track of multiple items that a user requested. The current methods for shopping carts involved storing state information in the web address or Uniform Resource Locator (URL). However, these methods did not work very well, so the server division was open to

99. Id. at 109. One performance goal was that Netscape must load graphic images faster than NCSA Mosaic. MOODY, supra note 88, at 186; CLARK, supra note 71, at 151. The redesign worked and Netscape loaded images 10 times faster than NCSA Mosaic. CLARK, supra note 71, at 157.

100. Netscape developed the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) technology, which allows for encrypted communications between a browser and server. This technology enabled Netscape to differentiate its browser and its new Netscape Commerce Server from the competition. ROBERT H. REID, ARCHITECTS OF THE WEB: 1,000 DAYS THAT BUILT THE FUTURE OF BUSINESS 35 (1997).

101. The name was a mixture of Mosaic and Godzilla. See CLARK, supra note 71, at 97.


ideas. This led to the idea state that the state data needs to be stored somewhere else other than the URL. Lou Montulli and John Giannandrea refined their ideas into a solid working concept, Persistent Client State HTTP Cookies, over the next few weeks. Programmers used the term cookies to refer to a small data object passed between cooperating programs. Similarly, Netscape would use cookies to pass information between a user’s computer and the web site they were visiting. Nowadays, Lou Montulli is known as the “Father of the Web Cookie.” The first use of cookies was by Netscape to determine if visitors to Netscape’s web site were repeat visitors or first time users.

The privacy risks of cookies are considerably higher when combined with referrer information. The referer field is part of the HTTP protocol advocated by Berners-Lee in 1992. It provides a website with the previous URL visited by the person. Its intended purpose was to allow web sites to detect web sites that had linked to them with the hope that they would then add links back to the referring sites. This would strengthen connections across the web. However, the combination of cookies and referrer information allows web sites to easily track a person’s movement through their web sites. Web sites can then acquire considerable information about the long-term habits of their visitors. This ability to monitor and remember a user’s movement is a central concern of privacy advocates.

The development process at Netscape was focused heavily on speed. According to Andreessen, the Netscape team:

_... cranked out the first clients and servers in the first two months or so. We tried to just blow this out the door._

---

If you took two years to get it out the product would be far more technically advanced. But it’s more important to get it out there fast so people begin using it and begin to integrate the technology as rapidly as possible.\textsuperscript{110}

This pace left cookies as a technological kludge put together overnight.\textsuperscript{111} This kludge was a natural consequence of the relentless pace at which Netscape was moving.

The rapid development cycle and the emphasis on commerce led to cookies being integrated into Netscape’s first web browser in four ways. Netscape turned the feature on by default without notifying or asking the consent of users.\textsuperscript{112} Secondly, there was no notification mechanism to alert people when cookies were being placed on their computer. Users did not know that information about them was being saved. Third, the cookies technology was not transparent. Examining a cookies file provides no information about what is stored in the cookie file. Fourth, there was no documentation available that explained what cookies were and their privacy implications.\textsuperscript{113}

While Netscape incorporated cookies into its web browsers released in 1994, it was not until early 1996 that the public became aware of cookies. The Financial Times broke the story on February 12, 1996 with an article on cookies and privacy.\textsuperscript{114} The article immediately drew attention to cookies and resulted in a great uproar over the use of cookies. Over the next few years, cookies became one of the top Internet privacy issues.
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\item \textsuperscript{113} In fact, technically proficient users in 1995 called for Netscape to document the cookies feature. For example, Marc Hedlund listed the following problems with Netscape's implementation of cookies, “1. Why doesn’t the word 'cookie' appear in the Netscape Online Handbook? 2. Why isn’t the cookie specification URL given in any README or implementation notes file? . . . [3] How are users supposed to know what information is being kept about them, or for how long?” Marc Hedlund, \textit{State Wars, part XI (was: Revised Charter)}, HTTP-WG MAILING LIST, Nov. 1, 1995, \textit{available} at http://www.ics.uci.edu/pub/ietf/http/hypermail/1995q4/0161.html.
\item \textsuperscript{114} Tim Jackson, \textit{This Bug in Your PC is a Smart Cookie}, \textit{FIN. TIMES}, Feb. 12, 1996. The next day a similar story appeared in the United States. Lee Gomes, \textit{Web 'Cookies' May Be Spying on You}, \textit{SAN JOSE MERCURY NEWS}, Feb. 13, 1996.
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2. The IETF’s Standard for Cookies

The development of cookies by Netscape led the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) to develop a standard for state management on the Internet.115 The IETF, as the de facto Internet standards body, sought to ensure that there was a complete technical specification on state management. When the IETF began its work in mid 1995, it was not clear that Netscape’s cookies specification would become the basis for the IETF’s standard.116

The first proposed standard was based on a technology different from cookies, which was more sensitive to privacy.117 However, the IETF eventually switched to the Netscape cookies model.118 This was largely because the Netscape version was a ubiquitous working model that had become a de facto standard. The IETF’s goal was to now develop a more precise standard for cookies than Netscape’s one page draft standard. However, the standards process soon ran into problems. The IETF found that Netscape’s implementation of cookies was fraught with privacy and security problems.119

The most serious problem was third party cookies. The intent of Netscape’s cookies specification was to only allow cookies to be written and read by the web site a person was visiting. For example, if the New York Times placed a cookie on a computer, Amazon.com could not read or modify the New York Times cookie. This provided security and privacy by only allowing sites access to information they authored. However, Netscape’s cookies specification allowed third party components of a web page to place their own cookies. This created a loophole by which third parties could read and write cookies. This security and privacy defect was the outgrowth of the rapid development and incorporation of the cookies technology. This loophole has led to a new breed of businesses, the online advertising

115. For further background on the IETF and the processes it uses to develop standards, see A. Michael Froomkin, Habermas@Discourse.Net: Towards a Critical Theory of Cyberspace, 116 HARV. L. REV. 749 (2003).
117. The original basis of the IETF’s effort was Kristol’s State-Info proposal. Kristol’s proposal limited the state information to a browser session. In contrast, for Netscape’s cookies there is no requirement that cookies be destroyed at the end of the browser session. Netscape’s cookies can persist for many years. David Kristol, Proposed HTTP State-Info Mechanism, at http://www.kristol.org/cookie/draft-kristol-http-state-info-00.txt (Aug. 25, 1995).
119. Id. at 11.
management companies.\footnote{120}

Third party cookies can be used by online advertising companies to create detailed records of a person’s web browsing habits. Many sites contract out their banner advertising to advertising management companies. These companies find advertisers for web sites and ensure that their banners appear on the web site. For example, DoubleClick sells advertising space on sites such as ESPN and the New York Times. DoubleClick is also responsible for placing the banner advertising on its clients web sites; for example, DoubleClick uses its advertising banners on an ESPN web page to place a cookie when a person visits ESPN. DoubleClick can then read and write to that same cookie when the same person visits the New York Times web site.\footnote{121} This allows DoubleClick to aggregate the information about a person’s web surfing from its client web sites. It can then create a detailed profile of a person’s surfing habits. This has obvious and serious privacy implications.\footnote{122}

The IETF’s cookies standard is critical of third party cookies and states that third party cookies must not be allowed. The standard does allow an exception if the program wants to give the user different options. However, the baseline default must be set to off.\footnote{123} It also requires the user be able to disable cookies, determine when a stateful session is in progress, and control the saving of cookies by web site. This last requirement is especially significant, because it allows users to manage what sites can and cannot place cookies.

The first IETF specification for state management was published in February 1997.\footnote{124} The work had taken almost two years largely because of privacy problems with third party cookies. Members of the Internet Engineering Steering Group (IESG), which monitors and administers the IETF’s activities, felt that third party cookies were a security and privacy issue.\footnote{125} They insisted the standard address these issues. However, this standard quickly became inadequate because of compatibility problems in its implementation. This meant a revised

\footnotesize{\begin{itemize}
\item[120.] Schwartz, supra note 102.
\item[121.] Id. at 30.
\item[125.] Kristol, supra note 116, at 11.
\end{itemize}}
standard was necessary.\textsuperscript{126}

It took the IETF three years to develop the revised standard. Again, the delay in the development of the standard was largely a result of privacy issues with third party cookies. After the initial standard, RFC 2109, the IETF found a new opposition force; web advertising networks sought to ensure that consumers could receive third party cookies. However, members of the IETF maintained their support for disabling third party cookies by default.\textsuperscript{127} The IESG insisted on developing strong guidelines for the use of cookies before a new cookies specification was approved.\textsuperscript{128} The final standard for cookies, RFC 2965, was published in October 2000.

The long delay in the IETF standard has marginalized the use of this standard, but not its importance. It is unlikely that web sites and web browsers will adopt the standard specified by the IETF anytime soon. Nevertheless, the standard does meet the IETF’s goal of developing the best technical standard, even if it will not be adopted in the near term.\textsuperscript{129} Moreover, the process of developing the standard heightened public discussion on cookies.\textsuperscript{130}

The public discussion on cookies was manifested in the media uproar over the privacy problems, and led to hearings by the Federal Trade Commission (FTC). The hearings only skimmed the surface of the privacy issues and related technical considerations. In fact, the lack of technical sophistication by the FTC allowed Netscape to pull the wool over their eyes. For example, Netscape stated it would follow the IETF’s cookies standard and would not allow third party cookies.\textsuperscript{131}
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\item[131.] In a June 1997 FTC Public Workshop On Consumer Information Privacy, Peter Harter the Global Policy Counsel for Netscape was questioned concerning third party cookies:
\begin{quote}
Mr. Harter: Our position is we are not in favor of allowing third-party domains to pass through. Basically the user couldn’t tell if I go to CNN or Outbounders and a cookie is being passed through from the promoter of the ad banner, advertising firms that handle putting up ad banners in multiple sites also want to collect data about who passes over their banners and aggregate that data and report it to advertising for Chrysler or whatever company sees the ad, it is their advertising agency or aggregator. And certainly if they can have a cookie that follows you around and enables you to see a cookie from “cnnnews.com” and a variety of other news sites and sees that you have seen all the different Chrysler ads at different sites during that period of time, they can create some user
\end{quote}
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Netscape never fully followed the IETF standard for cookies and instead their browser by default allowed third party cookies. The latest version of web browsers by Netscape and Microsoft still accept third party cookies by default to satisfy the advertising management companies. Nevertheless, the government investigations pushed the browser makers to provide cookie management tools and improved documentation on cookies.

Demographics and surfing behavior data about that particular user. And that's the concern. And that was probably the most controversial issue asked about cookies and this RFC at the Austin meeting.

Mr. Medine: To clarify, Netscape's position is those third parties should not be able to place a cookie?

Mr. Harter: Right.


132. Netscape Communications, Consumer Privacy Comments Concerning the Netscape Communications Corporation—P954807, available at http://www.ftc.gov/bcp/privacy/wkshp97/comments2/netscape.htm (Jun 6, 1997) (providing a history of the Netscape's browser cookie management technology). See also Millett, supra note 112. Kristol believes that the defaults were set to accept third party cookies, because the customers of the browser makers were not consumers using free web browsers, but web sites paying for the web server software. These customers wanted to use third party advertising, and the browser makers did not want to alienate their customers. Kristol, supra note 116, at 21.


134. In an early version of Netscape the user could not set cookies preferences. In June of 1996 the FTC held a Public Workshop on Consumer Privacy On the Global Information Infrastructure. At this hearing, Netscape announced that the next version of Netscape (version 3.0) would allow users an option to be alerted whenever a cookie is placed on their computer. At the 1997 FTC Workshop, Netscape announced that its latest browser (version 4.0) would provide the user with the following cookie choices: Accept all cookies; Accept only cookies that get sent back to the originating server; Disable all cookies; Warn me before accepting a cookie. See FTC Privacy Hearings, supra note 131. Recently, Microsoft touted its improvements to cookie management at a Senate hearing into privacy. See Senate Commerce Committee, Need for Internet Privacy Legislation, July 11, 2001.
C. **PLATFORM FOR INTERNET CONTENT SELECTION**

The history of the Platform for Internet Content Selection (PICS) began with proposed legislation to regulate indecent speech on the Internet by Senator Exon in the summer of 1994. By December 1994, the idea of a standard for labeling content on the Internet was discussed in an advisory committee meeting of the newly formed World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). IBM, a member of the W3C, was concerned about minors viewing indecent material on the web. This problem was a concern to IBM because it was trying to install computers in classrooms. IBM understood that “[s]omething has to be done . . . or children won’t be given access to the Web.” AT&T joined IBM in proposing this project for the W3C. However, no action was taken in response to their concerns.

Senator Exon reintroduced his legislation in February 1995 that would eventually become the Communications Decency Act (CDA). On June 14, 1995, the Senate approved an amendment (the CDA) to the United States Telecommunications Competition and Deregulation Act of 1995 that would make it unlawful to transmit indecent material over the Internet to minors. This proposed legislation was followed by the now infamous Time cover story on cyberporn. This combination of media and political pressure pushed the upstart Internet companies to action.

In June of 1995, the W3C began setting up a meeting to discuss technical solutions to limit content regulation of the Internet. According to Berners-Lee, “a group of companies quickly came to the consortium asking to do something now, because they knew Congress had plans to draw legislation very soon that would be harmful to the Internet.” The members of the W3C realized that without an

---

141. Interview with James Miller, *supra* note 138.
industry solution, the government would regulate the industry.\footnote{143}

Microsoft, Netscape, and Progressive Networks created the Information Highway Parental Empowerment Group (IHPEG) in July 1995 to develop standards for labeling content.\footnote{144} IHPEG was chosen over the W3C because the members of IHPEG did not believe the W3C could act quickly enough.\footnote{145} Their press release stated that the companies were cooperating to develop a solution that would allow parents to easily “lock-out” access to inappropriate material.

In August 1995, the W3C held a members meeting with two goals in mind. The first was to create a viewpoint independent content labeling system. This would allow content to be labeled in many different ways. This went beyond movie ratings of content to encompass other classification schemes such as the Library of Congress cataloging scheme. The second goal was to allow individuals to selectively access or block certain content.

The August meeting was planned for two days. The first day would address political concerns and the second day would discuss possible technical solutions.\footnote{146} The resulting project was the Platform for Internet Content Selection (PICS). According to Berners-Lee, “the PICS technology was created specifically in order reduce the risk of government censorship in civilized countries. It was the result of members of the industrial community being concerned about the behavior of government.”\footnote{147}

Soon after, the W3C was able to persuade IHPEG to join the PICS efforts. Previously, Microsoft had argued that the W3C could not act quickly enough; therefore, the IHPEG was necessary. Microsoft even attempted to persuade others such as IBM to join its coalition. IBM, however, supported the W3C. IBM’s position was that “IBM does not join organizations founded by Microsoft, it forms them with Microsoft.”\footnote{148} Microsoft capitulated and in September 1995, it was announced that PICS would be the result of a merger of the
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current efforts by the W3C and IHPEG.  

A small group of researchers led by Paul Resnick of AT&T and James Miller of the W3C began work on PICS. They knew their work would be taken seriously because of intense political pressure and the threat of regulation. These factors allowed the PICS team to rapidly push a standard on content selection through the W3C. The PICS team also knew that working within the W3C, a consortium of important Internet companies, gave them another advantage. A solution by the W3C would place pressure on companies to adopt such a solution. As a result, it was likely that their efforts would become widely implemented.

The PICS group separated into two teams consisting of four to five people with approximately ten other people reviewing the work and offering suggestions. The teams used a combination of email and telephone conferences in developing the PICS specifications. Communication between these teams was private and has never been made public. Because of the political pressure and the upcoming court challenge to the CDA, the PICS technical committee set a deadline of Thanksgiving for a draft technical specification of PICS. This date was purely “a political decision” that was based on upcoming trial dates in December for the court challenge of the CDA.

The final PICS specification limited access to indecent material in two ways. First, web sites could self-rate their content by attaching labels indicating if content contained nudity or violence. Second, PICS supported the establishment of third party labeling bureaus to filter content. For example, the Simon Wiesenthal Center could operate a labeling bureau that filtered out neo-Nazi hate sites, thereby allowing the filtering of web sites without relying on self-rating.

In November 1995, the PICS technical subcommittee released the PICS specifications for public review. This was followed by several presentations at leading conferences on the Internet and the World

---
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155. For all the PICS technical specifications, see http://www.w3c.org/PICS/.
Wide Web. By February 1996, Microsystems put the first PICS ratings server on the Internet.\textsuperscript{156} By March, a number of companies including Netscape and Microsoft had publicly committed to using PICS in their browsers.\textsuperscript{157} By December 1996, the W3C made PICS an official “recommendation,” the highest recognition a standard can receive by the W3C.\textsuperscript{158} This recommendation, as is the norm in the W3C, was not patented and could be used royalty-free.\textsuperscript{159}

The final version of the CDA was signed into law on February 8, 1996.\textsuperscript{160} Immediately, a lawsuit was filed seeking to overturn the CDA.\textsuperscript{161} Albert Vezza, Chairman of the W3C, testified at the trial. His testimony concerned the use of PICS as a method for content selection.\textsuperscript{162} The judges were very interested in Vezza’s testimony, especially his conclusions that the web has developed almost entirely because the government stayed out of the way.\textsuperscript{163} Judge Stewart Dalzell speculated that he could imagine a marketing advantage for implementing PICS standards. Providers would sell their services by saying, “come online with us and your kids won’t see what is in Mr. Coppalino’s book,” referring to the book of evidence containing sexually explicit images found online. The testimony held up PICS as an example of how the industry was developing solutions for the problem of access to indecent content by minors. The plaintiffs presented PICS technology as a less restrictive alternative to the outright banning of indecent speech on the Internet. Even the free speech advocacy groups, such as the EFF, CDT, and ACLU, were either positive or neutral regarding PICS.\textsuperscript{164} The testimony on PICS was influential, and on June 26, 1997, the Supreme Court found the CDA unconstitutional. Specifically, the Court’s decision noted that the CDA’s burden on adult speech “is unacceptable if less restrictive alternatives would be at least as effective in achieving the Act’s

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{156} Press Release, W3C, Microsoft Teams With Recreational Software Advisory Council To Pioneer Parental Control Over Internet Access, \textit{available at} \url{http://www.w3.org/PICS/960228/Microsoft.html} (Feb. 28, 1996).
  \item \textsuperscript{157} Press Release, W3C, PICS Picks Up Steam, \textit{available at} \url{http://www.w3.org/PICS/960314/steam.html} (Mar. 14, 1996).
  \item \textsuperscript{158} Press Release, W3C, W3C Issues PICS as a Recommendation, \textit{available at} \url{http://www.w3.org/Press/PICS-REC-PR.html} (Dec. 3, 1996).
  \item \textsuperscript{159} W3C, \textit{W3C Software Notice and License, available at} \url{http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/copyright-software-19980720} (last modified Feb. 13, 2002).
  \item \textsuperscript{161} Janet Kornblum & Rose Aguilar, \textit{Clinton signs telecom bill}, \textit{CNET NEWS.COM}, Feb. 8, 1996, \textit{available at} \url{http://news.cnet.com/news/0,10000,0-1005-200-310586,00.html}.
  \item \textsuperscript{162} Vezza, \textit{supra} note 136.
  \item \textsuperscript{163} Citizens Internet Empowerment Coalition, \textit{Trial Update No. 9}, \textit{at} \url{http://www.ciec.org/bulletins/bulletin_9.html} (Apr. 13, 1996).
  \item \textsuperscript{164} Interview with Paul Resnick, \textit{supra} note 150.
\end{itemize}
legitimate purposes.”¹⁶⁵

After the CDA was struck down, PICS went from a solution to the problem. People realized it could be more insidious than the CDA. On February 1997, Wired ran a story titled, “Good Clean PICS: The Most Effective Censorship Technology the Net Has Ever Seen May Already Be Installed on Your Desktop.”¹⁶⁶ During the summer, Lessig penned a story titled, “The Tyranny in the Infrastructure: The CDA Was Bad - but PICS May Be Worse.”¹⁶⁷ Even the ACLU joined in and released a report on the dangers of content rating technologies such as PICS.¹⁶⁸

These stories emerged because people acknowledged the flaws in PICS. For self-labeling to work, there needed to be a critical mass. Self-labeling would be ineffective if it only covered a small portion of the web. However, to gain this critical mass required urging many web sites to label themselves, which many people felt was akin to censorship. For example, news agencies refused to label their content with PICS.¹⁶⁹ Similarly, search engines never limited their results to only PICS-labeled sites.¹⁷⁰ In the end, most sites refused to rate their sites with PICS compliant labels.¹⁷¹ While there are a number of web

¹⁷⁰. James Miller recalls that the Internet search engines could easily implement such filtering, however there was never any communication with people “at the right level” to put this into use. Miller stated, “Alta Vista had implemented part of it [PICS filtering] and given us some of the results.” However, none of the search engines ever limited their results to PICS based pages. Miller surmises that this was because search engines did not know how to make money off such filtering nor would they make any friends with such filtering. Interview with James Miller, supra note 138.
¹⁷¹. There are two services that allow people to generate PICS compliant labels, RSACi and SafeSurf. See http://www.classify.org/pics.htm. Today, PICS largely relies upon web users and web sites labeling their own pages for two reasons. First, there is no server software to operate third party labeling bureaus for PICS. Consequently, people must trust the label a web site provides. Second, server companies have not consistently provided support for PICS labels. PICS labels can either be placed in the HTML of a web page or they can be attached as an HTTP header. Today, most PICS labels are in the HTML of a web page because of the
sites that are rated with PICS compliant labels, they, at best, represent 0.4% of the web.\footnote{172}

The use of PICS for third party ratings never became viable. A system of third party labeling bureaus never emerged because of the absence of economic incentives and the necessary software tools.\footnote{173} Resnick saw a system of third party bureaus as the most realistic scenario through which PICS would become useful.\footnote{174} The existing filtering software companies, however, did not see any commercial option for operating public label bureaus. The existing filtering companies incorporated the PICS specifications into their own products, but never committed to running public labeling bureaus.\footnote{175}

The historical lack of server support for PICS. The advantage to server support, is that it is possible to quickly label multiple web pages and web sites. However, only a few companies ever sold server software that supported PICS labels. According to James Miller, “we tried very hard to get servers to do it, but nobody wanted to do it.” Miller believes that firms didn’t see a “commercial advantage” either in terms of potential sales or “good-will” marketing. Interview with James Miller, supra note 138. Currently, Microsoft’s Internet Information Server provides good support for PICS. However, Apache requires the installation of a module that is not a default module. This requires compiling/loading the module, which is not a trivial operation. See Internet Content Rating Association, Professional Website Labeling, available at http://www.icra.org/faq/server (last visited May 6, 2004).

\footnote{172} There are about 120,000 web sites that have adopted PICS. However, the adoption of PICS is lagging behind the growth of the Internet. At last count there are over 30,775,624 web sites. See Wendy McAuliffe, Home Office Web Site Adopts Adult Rating, ZDNET, May 4, 2001, available at http://news.zdnet.co.uk/story/0,9176,00.html (noting the lack of progress of PICS labels); Netcraft, August 2001 - Web Server Survey, available at http://www.netcraft.com/Survey/Reports/0108/ (counting the number of web servers on the Internet).

\footnote{173} The filtering software companies realized that PICS separated the filtering software from the labeling of content. With the free PICS enabled web browsers, the filtering software companies would not be able to sell their filtering software. Instead, they would have to shift their business model to providing only the labeling of content. The filtering companies weren’t persuaded that people would pay for just the service of labeling. As a result, the filtering companies chose to continue selling software and never embraced the idea of operating third party labeling bureaus. See Michael Stutz, PICS Walks Fine Line on Net Filtering, Wired News, Dec. 15, 1997, available at http://www.wired.com/news/technology/0,1282,9176,00.html (noting Jonathan Weinberg’s statement that there seems to be no business model for PICS despite the efforts of the W3C); Interview with Paul Resnick, supra note 150.

\footnote{174} Interview with Paul Resnick, supra note 150.

\footnote{175} There was an effort to persuade one or two large companies to run a public labeling bureau as basically a public service, like a utility. In fact any such organization could have received partial funding from the European Union for running such a service. However, the idea never caught on. Interview with James Miller, supra note 138. The European Union has awarded the Internet Content Rating Association (ICRA) a $650,000 grant. The ICRA now owns and operates the PICS compliant RSACi rating system. See Internet Content Rating Association, Testimony to Children Online Protection Act Hearing II, available at

\footnote{126}
addition to the lack of a business model for public labeling bureaus was the lack of support from software vendors. The server software for creating label bureaus was only developed for a few servers. Most notably, Netscape and Microsoft did not have this feature. The W3C's web page indicated that the only commercial server software was IBM's Internet Connection Server. In sum, once the CDA was found unconstitutional by the Supreme Court, the development of software for PICS essentially stopped. The subsequent lack of support from commercial filtering firms, the W3C's members, and other children's groups led to the abandonment of PICS.

D. **APACHE**

NCSA developed both a browser for viewing pages and server software for delivering web pages to people. The web server, HTTPd, was written by Rob McCool in 1993 and was based on the CERN server code. NCSA released the program and its source code for free. Consequently, the NCSA server quickly became the most popular web server for the Internet. Many sites chose the free NCSA HTTPd server over Netscape's web servers that cost several thousand dollars.

When HTTPd was first released, the programmers at NCSA quickly patched any problems they discovered. But by 1995, the original team of programmers had left NCSA, and HTTPd was not updated in a timely manner. This led individuals outside of NCSA to begin to “patch” problems that they discovered. This was possible because the source code was freely available in the public domain.

---

176. IBM has since dropped support for PICS in later versions of its web server, which are based on Apache.
177. MOODY, supra note 88, at 125. The source code is a human readable set of instructions for the computer. Access to the source code allows programmers to modify code. In contrast, the executable code is the computer readable set of instructions for the computer. Programmers cannot readily understand and modify executable code.
178. Id.
180. The NCSA’s HTTPd server software was public domain through and including version 1.4. NCSA HTTPd Development Team, *Copyright for NCSA httpd*, available at http://hoohoo.ncsa.uiuc.edu/docs-1.4/Copyright.html (last modified June 13, 1995). The last version released by NCSA, version 1.5, was not released as public domain and was instead copyrighted by the University of Illinois. Board of Trustees of the University of Illinois, *NCSA HTTPd Copyright*, available at http://hoohoo.ncsa.uiuc.edu/docs/COPYRIGHT.html (last modified Aug. 1, 1995). According to Rob McCool, the creator of the NCSA HTTPd server, it was
An example of a patch was the addition of password authentication by Brian Behlendorf of the Hotwired web site. Other patches improved the security and performance of HTTPd.  

Eventually, there were a number of patches for HTTPd circulating across the Internet. Most of the patches were posted to the mailing list www-talk. However, if someone wanted the benefit of these patches, they had to download the latest version of HTTPd and manually apply all the latest patches. This prompted users of HTTPd to consider updating NCSA’s code. According to Østerlie, the individuals viewed themselves as disgruntled customers. They were simply filling the gap left by the departure of NCSA’s original programmers to Netscape.  

Behlendorf began to contact other programmers, and by February 1995 put together a mailing list called new-httpd and began circulating patches. The project’s goal was to fix the existing problems and to add enhancements to the server. An example of an enhancement was the inclusion of Secure Sockets Layer. The first set of patches was applied to NCSA’s HTTPd 1.3. The resulting code became the first official release of Apache in April 1995. The project was named Apache, a shortened version of “A PatCHy server.”  

The management structure for Apache is inspired by the IETF and its motto, “rough consensus and running code.” The procedural rules allow anyone to contribute code as they see fit. There is a voting system to decide what code will be released as the official Apache version. Only the core developers are allowed to vote. New voting members are added when a frequent contributor to the project is nominated and unanimously approved by the existing voting members.

Marc Andreessen’s decision to release the server as public domain, because of the problems Gopher had with restricted licenses. See Rob McCool et al., The Apache Story, LINUX MAG., June 1999, available at http://www.linux-mag.com/1999-06/apache_01.html. See supra text accompanying note 59 (providing further discussion on the licensing issues with Gopher).


183. Id.


185. MOODY, supra note 88, at 127.

186. Id. at 128.

187. Id.
members.\footnote{188}

The core developers are located in the United States, Britain, Canada, Germany, and Italy and maintain contact through a public mailing list. The members are not teenage hackers, but consist of doctoral students, a Ph.D. in Computer Science, professional software developers, and a software business owner.\footnote{189} There are about fifteen core developers at any time.\footnote{190} The core developers create approximately 80\% of the new functionality for Apache.\footnote{191} However, over 400 individuals have contributed code, and over 3000 people have contributed problem reports.\footnote{192}

During May and June of 1995, little work was done on Apache. The reason was described by Cliff Skolnick as, “[y]ou can add honey to shit, but you just get sweet tasting shit. No matter what you add to shit, you end up with some form of shit.”\footnote{193} Apache had stagnated as developers did not see it as worthwhile to contribute their time and code. This would change after Robert Thau announced his “garage project” – new code named Shambhala, which was a rewrite of the server code.\footnote{194} Within a few months, the Shambhala code became the basis of the Apache server.\footnote{195} The new Shambhala code reignited discussion and work on the Apache server.\footnote{196}

One important aspect of Shambhala was the separation of the functionality into a set of modules. The modules are mutually independent. People can work on individual modules and not affect ongoing work in other modules. This design feature supports a decentralized development process. This design change was extremely important because it fostered the use of the open source distributed

\footnotesize

\footnote{189. McCool et al., \textit{supra} note 180.}
\footnote{191. Mockus et al., \textit{supra} note 190.}
\footnote{192. Id.}
\footnote{193. Østerlie, \textit{supra} note 182.}
\footnote{196. Østerlie, \textit{supra} note 182.}
development model.\textsuperscript{197}

The failure of Netscape’s and Microsoft’s servers to meet the demands of the marketplace, specifically Internet Service Providers (ISPs), was one of the reasons for Apache’s success. ISPs widely embraced Apache, because it allowed them to offer web hosting for corporate web sites for less money than an in-house corporate web site would cost. Apache could host 10,000 web sites on a single web server. This functionality, virtual hosting, was included in Apache by the summer of 1995.\textsuperscript{198} ISPs, as well as other users, also chose Apache because they could modify it for their own needs. They would simply have to modify the source code, which was freely available. With Netscape’s and Microsoft’s servers, a customer had to wait for them to add a new feature or fix a problem.\textsuperscript{199} Consequently, Apache’s market share steadily grew from late 1995, and today it is the most popular web server on the Internet.

Apache’s success did not go unnoticed. IBM decided to adopt the Apache web server. In 1998, IBM announced it would ship the Apache web server with the IBM Websphere product family as a commercial, enterprise-level package.\textsuperscript{200} IBM chose Apache over its own products, because Apache was the best server available.\textsuperscript{201} IBM understood that there was little money to be made from selling server software. Instead, IBM would profit from service and support as well as from proprietary add-ons such as an online e-commerce system. In turn, IBM has contributed to the development of Apache.\textsuperscript{202} The relationship between IBM and Apache is still ongoing with both parties enjoying the benefits of the relationship.

III. LEGISLATIVE BODIES: SOCIETAL INSTITUTIONS THAT DEVELOP CODE

The development of law occurs in legislative bodies with various forms such as a parliament, assembly, or congress. These bodies may differ in representation, institutional motivation, and the process by which they create law. Similarly, code is not created by just

\textsuperscript{197} Id.; see infra text accompanying notes 443-444 (providing further discussion on the role of modularity).
\textsuperscript{198} Id.
\textsuperscript{199} MOODY, supra note 88, at 129.
\textsuperscript{200} Id. at 205.
\textsuperscript{201} IBM had its own experts ensure that the Apache web server was sufficiently high quality. See MOODY, supra note 88, at 208.
\textsuperscript{202} See McCool et al., supra note 180; William J. Holstein, Big Blue Wages Open Warfare, BUSINESS 2.0, Apr. 17, 2001 (discussing IBM’s relationship with the open source movement).
one legislative body, but through a number of different institutions. This part analyzes four important institutions for the development of code. For each institution, we briefly explain its role in society, its motivations, and its intended users. We also mention relevant structural features that affect the process of developing code, such as the availability of resources, membership requirements, and intellectual property rights. This section, in whole or in part, may be common knowledge to many readers and is intended to serve as background material. An understanding of these basics is necessary for later sections that discuss how the various institutions differ in shaping code. This section begins by discussing universities, and then continues on to firms, consortia, and the open source movement.

A. UNIVERSITIES

The university is the home of many important and innovative ideas for society. It has played a fundamental role in the development of various computing technologies including the Internet. This section begins by discussing the historic mission of the university in supporting basic research. We then discuss its institutional motivations and intended users. The final part analyzes how an important structural characteristic of a university, limited resources, affects the development of code.

Universities have historically been places of learning and knowledge building within society. Their role is to expand the frontiers of knowledge. This is an activity that private firms underinvest in, leading to public support of basic research. Universities

203. See NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, supra note 40 (providing a background on the government’s role in computer revolution); see also Brad A. Myers, A Brief History of Human Computer Interaction Technology, ACM INTERACTIONS, Mar. 1998, 44 (acknowledging the role of university research in innovations in human computer interfaces).

204. Our focus is on the university’s institutional role in developing information technologies, and hence, our discussion is restricted to the parts of the university engaged in such work and does not include other departments and colleges in a university.

205. Philip E. Agre, Commodity and Community: Institutional Design for the Networked University, PLAN. FOR HIGHER EDUC., Winter 2000, at 5 (noting two different visions of universities, one creating a pool of knowledge and the second creating human capital).

206. See Ammon J. Salter & Ben R. Martin, The Economic Benefits of Publicly Funded Basic Research: A Critical Review, 30 RES. POL’Y 509, 511 (2001). The tradition justification for this is the correction of market failure. Private firms will under invest in basic research because they cannot solely capture the benefits of basic research. This calls for government funding for basic research.
contribute through the creation of knowledge, but also by disseminating knowledge and teaching future generations. 207 This benefits society by increasing innovation and lowering the cost of development for new technologies. 208

In the pursuit of knowledge, universities support a wide variety of research. They realize innovation does not happen overnight. Rather, it is the result of the steady accumulation of knowledge across disciplines. This leads universities to support a variety of projects with little emphasis placed on individual projects. 209 For example, NCSA and CERN would not have been significantly affected if either Berners-Lee or Andreessen had failed. 210 Many of the projects universities support do not have an immediate impact on society. Occasionally, the research can have an immediate and significant effect on society such as with NCSA Mosaic. 211

The motivation for research within a university is to build a reputation in the scientific community. 212 Reputation is derived from being the first to discover or develop new findings. 213 The emphasis on reputation-building can lead to problems when teamwork is required. The individualized reward system in a university setting leads 

207. Richard Florida, The Role of the University: Leveraging Talent, Not Technology, ISSUES SCI. & TECH. 363, Summer 1999 (arguing that the university’s role is not only to produce technology but also to produce talent).


210. Berners-Lee’s project was an informal project inside CERN. Andreessen’s work was supported by federal grants for supercomputing research. The connection between the funding for NCSA to support supercomputing and software that allows you to access the Internet is tenuous. In fact, there seems to be little connection between NCSA’s mission for supporting supercomputing and the development of NCSA Mosaic. See STEPHEN SEGALLER, NERDS: A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE INTERNET 296 (1998) (noting the role of federal supercomputing grants for NCSA).

211. Martyne M. Hallgren and Alan K. McAdams, The Economic Efficiency of Internet Public Goods, in INTERNET ECONOMICS 455 (Lee W. McNight & Joseph P. Bailey eds., 1997) (providing an example of university research, the GateD routing software, which contributed to the development of the Internet because it was available to the public for free).


213. Dasgupta & David, supra note 209, at 499 (noting that “unlike tennis tournaments, science does not pay big rewards to runners-up”).
researchers to worry about receiving individual credit. This can lead to team members, who assisted in the development efforts, feeling ignored. For example, Andreessen was critical of NCSA’s management because it continually sought credit for the development of NCSA Mosaic.214 Eventually, the entire NCSA Mosaic programming team left the University of Illinois with bitterness.215

There are two reasons why the public should be considered the end user of the fruits of university research. First, the central mission of a university is to create and disseminate knowledge to the public. Therefore, researchers within the university are obligated to provide their results to the public.216 Second, researchers have a personal interest in offering their knowledge to the public. Recognition is often given to those who were the first to create some particular knowledge.217 The importance of priority has led to divisive debates in the academic world.218 To this end, researchers widely disseminate their work for all users. This norm of wide dissemination is an important one, but is changing as the law concerning the intellectual property of universities is changing.219

The structural feature of limited resources at a university affects the development of code. The lack of resources is a consequence of universities supporting a large number of researchers in many fields. These researchers naturally desire large research staffs and the latest equipment to further their research. As a result, there are never enough resources for all the ongoing research within a university. Consequently, researchers cannot depend upon a large technical support staff. Functions seen as extras, such as technical support and documentation, are not fully supported.220 The lack of resources during

214. See supra text accompanying notes 92-93. According to Aleksander Totic, a programmer for the Macintosh version of NCSA Mosaic, the environment at NCSA was “unbearable” and “academic politics of the worst kind.” See Andrews, supra note 62.
215. Id. Similarly, Bruce Maggs of Akamai Technologies and a former university professor noted there was a much stronger sense of teamwork within Akamai than in university settings. His explanation was that at Akamai individuals were focused on creating a quality product and satisfying customers, rather than who would get the credit.
216. ROGER E. NOLL, CHALLENGES TO RESEARCH UNIVERSITIES (1998) (noting that the rationale for public funding of universities is to support the dissemination of information widely).
219. See infra Part VI.B.1.
220. See infra Part VI.E. The lack of resources is evident in many projects at universities. The limited resources at Cornell for the GateD software project led the university to create a consortium to raise the necessary funding to ensure the
the development process gives researchers the impetus to seek resources outside the university. This was evident during the development of the World Wide Web, when Berners-Lee began encouraging university students to develop web browsers.221

B. Firms

In a capitalist system, the private sector develops the majority of code.222 Firms such as IBM, Digital Equipment Corporation, and Microsoft have historically developed much of the code widely adopted in society. Our definition of a firm goes beyond the strict legal definition of a corporation and encompasses other constituent entities such as corporate research laboratories.223 In this section, we focus on the motivations for firms and their employees and the implications of this on the development of code. We also discuss how firms use intellectual property protection to ensure that only their customers are the end users of their code.

The motivation of a firm is straightforward. Firms are driven by profit.224 To make profits, firms must provide goods and services that

---

221. See supra text accompanying notes 52-54.


223. Corporate research laboratories are considered firms, because of the recent trend that emphasizes applied research that contributes to the bottom line over basic research. See COMPUTER SCIENCE AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS BOARD, MAKING IT BETTER, supra note 40, at 72-73 (discussing how IBM, AT&T and Lucent Laboratories, and Xerox have redirected their research to meet business interests); Chris Sandlund, Paradise Lost?, BUSINESS 2.0, Mar. 26, 2001 (writing about how NEC's corporate research laboratory is under pressure to focus on applied science and products that feed the bottom line); John Borland, AT&T Labs Struggles to Turn Theory into Profits, CNET NEWS.COM, Aug. 6, 2001, available at http://news.cnet.com/news/0-1004-201-6769215-0.html (noting how the former Bell Laboratories has been split into smaller laboratories with more pressure to economically contribute to their firms); ROBERT BUDERI, ENGINES OF TOMORROW HOW THE WORLD'S BEST COMPANIES ARE USING THEIR RESEARCH LABS TO WIN THE FUTURE (2000) (describing how corporate R&D budgets are rising but corporate research laboratories no longer engage in basic research but instead focus on applied research); Michael Crow & Barry Bozeman, R&D Laboratory Classification and Public Policy: The Effects of Environmental Context on Laboratory Behavior, 16 RES. POL’Y 229 (1987) (blurring the distinction between public and private laboratories).

224. See Nelson, supra note 208, at 299.
meet consumer demand.\textsuperscript{225} Successful firms listen to their customers, provide them services they need and will need, and provide support when their customers have problems.\textsuperscript{226} However, we should remember that the “goal of industry remains the satisfaction of shareholders by making a profit, not the advancement of science.”\textsuperscript{227}

The motivation of a firm’s employees is similar. A firm’s employees labor for the benefit of the firm. Even during the fun and casual workplaces of the dot com era, firms still maintained a management structure.\textsuperscript{228} Simply put, firms provide financial compensation to employees and require them to fulfill certain tasks and obligations. These tasks are for the well being of the firm and not necessarily the employee.

The end users of firms are their customers and not the general public. To ensure that only their customers use their code, firms use a variety of legal protections including intellectual property protection. Scholars have argued that without adequate protection for intellectual property rights, firms will lack the incentives to produce new technological products that require significant research and development costs. Without protection, other firms can “free ride” by copying or developing similar products. Intellectual property protection allows firms to protect, control, and license their knowledge.

\textsuperscript{225} In the information economy, firms can use seemingly irrational methods, such as giving code away, to create profits. This is because firms can use concepts such as lock-in, switching costs, network effects, and standards. See SHAPIRO & VARIAN, supra note 2 (providing an excellent primer on economic concepts relevant for commerce in the information economy).

\textsuperscript{226} Firms will value some types of consumers over others. For example, a recent advertisement for WordPerfect in the ABA Journal (a lawyer’s magazine) read, “This lawyer knows nothing about software design. So why is she designing our software?” This advertisement explicitly states that lawyer’s opinions matter, but one wonders about the opinions of secretaries, teachers, students, and other less profitable users. Nevertheless, this example shows that firms must be responsive to their likely customers. WordPerfect Advertisement, ABA J., July 2001, at 11.

\textsuperscript{227} CLAUDE GELES ET AL., MANAGING SCIENCE: MANAGEMENT FOR R&D LABORATORIES 32 (2000).

to other firms.229

C. CONSORTIA

The production of code is not done entirely by firms or by the government to the exclusion of the other. Often these entities cooperatively conduct research and development on code. The principal rationale is that as knowledge becomes more important, entities have realized that collaboration can allow the creation, support, and promotion of new knowledge. This cooperation can take many forms, such as a short-term contract, joint venture, university-industry relationships, or a consortium.230 In this section, we focus on the consortium form of cooperation because of its significance in developing standards for code. A consortium consists of a number of participants engaged in cooperative research and development.231 Their rationale is to develop research that is useful to all of them and would not otherwise be developed by a single entity.232 The work might not be completed by one firm, because of the sheer cost or the need for a standard that competing firms can also adopt.233 By cooperating in a


233. If there are strong economic incentives for certain code, this work will be done outside the cooperative reaches of a consortium. See MURPHY, supra note 230, at 162 (noting eight motivations for firms to cooperate); DAN DIMANCESCU & JAMES BOTKIN, THE NEW ALLIANCE: AMERICA’S R&D CONSORTIA 58 (1986) (noting five reasons why firms and universities may form
consortium, the participants can collectively work towards a common solution.\textsuperscript{234}

This section begins by discussing standards and the role of consortia as compared to Standard Developing Organizations.\textsuperscript{235} We also discuss the motivations for using a consortium, a consortium’s end users, as well as important structural features that affect the development process. This section ends with a discussion of two prominent Internet consortia, the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) and the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C).

Standards for code are considered to be a quantifiable metric used by a group of people for common interchange.\textsuperscript{236} Standards can be considered as the specification, schematic, or blueprint for the parts of code that must interoperate or interconnect with other code. For example, for two computers to communicate with each other through the Internet requires them to use a common standard for communication. Because standards are quantifiable, multiple code developments can be based on a single standard. In fact, many firms have developed products based on the standards for cookies and PICS.

Consortia are the primary developers of voluntary consensus standards for information technologies. Unlike other fields, there is little activity in developing information technology standards within Standard Developing Organizations (SDOs), such as the International Organization for Standardization (ISO).\textsuperscript{237} The standardization efforts of consortia occupy a middle ground between the de facto standards set by firms and the de jure standards of SDOs.\textsuperscript{238} Consortia also differ from SDOs in that standard setting is only one aspect of a consortium’s activities.\textsuperscript{239} Consortia can also foster the implementation of consortia). Lorrie Cranor pointed out that there are generally two reasons a consortium is used. First, all parties have their own technology and want to now come up with a common standard. Second, some parties have the technology and everyone wants to have a universal standard.

\textsuperscript{236} Carl F. Cargill, \textit{Information Technology Standardization: Theory, Process, and Organization} 13 (1989) (defining standards). While there are other types of standards, such as safety standards, these are not relevant in our analysis of the development of code.
\textsuperscript{237} Cargill, supra note 42, at 4.
\textsuperscript{238} Updegrove, supra note 234, at 144; see Paul A. David & Mark Shurmer, \textit{Formal Standards-Setting for Global Telecommunications and Information Services}, 20 Telecomm. Pol’y 789 (1996) (reviewing the nature and economic significance of the activities of formal standardization bodies); Cargill, supra note 236, at 125 (discussing the characteristics of some international SDOs).
\textsuperscript{239} Hawkins, supra note 234. Other significant differences between
and adoption of standards. For example, they may require members to sign contracts to ensure compliance with standards.

The motivations for using a consortium emerged from limitations in the SDO development process. SDOs are perceived as too bureaucratic and too slow for a number of reasons. First, SDOs strive to ensure all voices are heard. Any party directly or materially affected is allowed to participate in the standardization process. The groups involved “represent personal, professional, national, disciplinary, and industry goals.” The diversity of the participants’ goals typically leads to a longer time to reach consensus on a standard. In contrast, a consortium can self-select its members to ensure a group of like-minded participants. The consortium’s members understand why they are engaged in a specific standards activity and what the outcome should be. This allows for a quicker consensus, but as we note later, their process can ignore the interests of third parties. Second, SDOs have strict rules to ensure they are open and accountable organizations. These rules often lengthen the development time. For example, an SDO standard may require several formal reviews, which can each take a minimum of six months. This leads to a longer standardization process. For example, it typically


240. Cargill, supra note 236, at 168.
241. Id. at 117; see also Timothy Schoechle, The Emerging Role of Standards Bodies in the Formation of Public Policy, IEEE STANDARDS BEARER, April 1995, at 10 (arguing that SDOs can serve as a “public sphere” that ensures the consideration of broader social issues in the development of code, because of their openness and involvement of all stakeholders).
245. Cargill points out that traditional standards setting organizations are so rule-bound today precisely because of the antitrust concerns that arose in the 1960s and ’70s. According to Cargill, “Congress was concerned about 102 companies working quietly behind professional associations and twisting standards ... By publishing rules, they could ensure they weren’t working behind closed doors. But in an effort to address those concerns, they’ve become so rule-bound as to be too slow to address market needs.” Zuckerman, supra note 239.
246. Cargill, supra note 42, at 19.
takes seven years for an international SDO to develop a standard.\textsuperscript{247} A consortium can develop standards more quickly, because it is not subject to the same procedural rules as SDOs.\textsuperscript{248}

Both its end users and its structure exert a large influence on the consortium. First, and foremost, the end users of a consortium vary. Although a consortium can choose to restrict its standards to its members, it may also make the standard available to the public. Even in making standards available to the public, a consortium may charge a high price. Two important consortia for the Internet, the W3C and IETF, both make their standards freely available to the public.\textsuperscript{249} Second, the structural features of a consortium affect the development of code. These include decisions about membership requirements, procedural mechanisms, intellectual property rights, and the openness of the development process. Throughout this Article, we show how these differences shape the development of code. But first, we discuss some structural differences in two prominent Internet consortia, the IETF and the W3C.\textsuperscript{250}

The IETF’s origins date from the early days of the Arpanet, the precursor to the Internet. The IETF developed many of the standards that form the basis for the Internet. The IETF is considered a “gray” standard body, because its standards are initiated and driven by implementers.\textsuperscript{251} The IETF’s structure is built around members who are individuals. Anyone may join the IETF, and there are no membership fees or dues. It conducts its business publicly, with an emphasis on using online discussion lists. The IETF’s meeting notes,

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{247} Paul A. David & Mark Shurmer, \textit{Formal Standard-Setting for Global Telecommunications and Information Services}, 20 TELECOMM. POL’Y 789, 793-95 (1996) (reporting the average time to develop a standard for a national SDO is two and a half years, to four to five years for a regional SDO, and over seven years for an international SDO).
\item \textsuperscript{248} Cargill, \textit{supra} note 42, at 5.
\item \textsuperscript{249} See infra Part VI.A. (discussing this issue further in the section on open standards).
\item \textsuperscript{251} Tineke M. Egyedi, \textit{Institutional Dilemma in ICT Standardization: Coordinating the Diffusion of Technology}, in \textit{INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY STANDARDS AND STANDARDIZATION: A GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE} 55 (Kai Jakobs ed., 2000). The IETF requires standards to have two working implementations. The IETF’s emphasis on running code leads to solutions that are pragmatic “lowest common denominator” standards, in comparison to a hypothetical and more complex approach a more formal standard organization may might support.
\end{itemize}
mailing lists, and standards are available for free on the Internet. Finally, the IETF requires “reasonable and nondiscriminatory” licensing of any intellectual property covering a standard.

Originally, the W3C supplied a place for the producers of web-related software to develop standards. Now, the W3C’s members are largely private firms. Annual membership costs are between five thousand and fifty thousand dollars. These funds support a paid technical staff that aids in the development of standards. Members are allowed to guide the strategic direction of the W3C as well as participate in the working groups that develop the standards. While the final standards are public, typically only members participate in the development of standards. The W3C’s structure permits the rapid development of standards, sometimes in as little as seven months. Historically, the W3C has adopted a policy of royalty-free licensing of any intellectual property covering a standard.

An important feature of the W3C is its commitment to address societal issues. The W3C is developing technologies that affect social


256. Besides standards, the W3C develops some sample code. However, this code is largely for testing and not for use by end users. This is largely because any code developed by the W3C could result in less revenue for the W3C members who sell code. Khare, supra note 254.

257. The W3C allows working groups to decide whether the development of standards will be conducted publicly. W3C, CONSORTIUM PROCESS DOCUMENT, § 4.2.2, available at http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Process-20010719/ (last modified July 19, 2001).

258. Id. See also Roy Rada et al., Consensus and the Web, COMM. ACM, July 1998, 17 (noting the rapid development of standards by the W3C).

values with its Technology and Society Domain. The W3C has focused on issues of security, content filtering and labeling, security, electronic commerce, accessibility, and privacy. Naturally, the issues chosen by the W3C are those that are of interest to its members to address. Nevertheless, the consortium structure supports joint cooperation in addressing these societal problems.

D. OPEN SOURCE MOVEMENT

The open source movement is an institution that stands apart from universities, firms, and consortia. Its list of successful projects, besides Apache, includes the Linux operating system, the scripting language PERL, and the popular email server Sendmail. The defining characteristic of the open source movement is the public availability of the source code. The source code is the instructions for software that can be read and modified by programmers. By keeping the source code publicly available, developers can build upon others' earlier work to create more complex and higher quality code. In contrast, proprietary software usually does not include the source code, which limits reuse and forces developers to re-create the code for

261. Khare, supra note 254 (describing the evolution of the Technology & Society Domain).
264. See supra text accompanying note 177 (defining source code); see also Cargill, supra note 231 (arguing that the open source movement's licenses define this institution).
minor changes. The public nature of open source code leads to a cooperative development process. Not surprisingly, many of the same issues associated with consortia are seen in the open source movement. Nevertheless, the open source movement shapes code in its own particular way. This section discusses the two branches of the open source movement, the motivations of the developers, and the end users of open source software.

There are two branches of the open source movement. The first and oldest is the Free Software Foundation (FSF). It maintains that source code should be free, allowing a user to “run, copy, distribute, study, change, and improve the software.” The FSF believes that there is a moral, social, and civic value to free code. Consequently, they protect their free code with copyright protection, to ensure it cannot be used for private profit. As a result, any distribution of code based upon free code must be available for free. The second branch of the open source movement emerged later and more pragmatically, for commercial reasons. This group favors the term open source instead of free software. The difference is that with open source code, it is permissible to make changes to the source code, copyright the changes, and then sell the code for commercial gain. This allows firms, such as Apple and Microsoft, to incorporate open source software into the software they sell. For this branch, the value of open source code is

---


267. Scholars have argued that the ease of communication through modern technologies has led to a new form of production. They term this it “peer production” and emphasized its decentralized nature. See Benkler, supra note 43 (arguing that open source peer production model is a radical shift from an atoms-based economy to a bits-based economy); von Hippel, supra note 43 (arguing that open source is a different form of production compared to manufacturing-ed centered innovation). The open source movement is an exemplar of peer production with its reliance on email, discussion groups, and electronic distribution of open source code, to connect thousands of programmers from around the world. See Ed Frauenheim, Crafting the free-software future, SALON (Mar. 6, 2001) at http://www.salon.com/tech/feature/2001/03/06/sourceforge/print.html (describing SourceForge, a site which hosts thousands of open source programs supported by thousands of open source programmers). For example, the www-talk discussion group was vital in recruiting a team of volunteers to develop Apache. See supra text accompanying notes 193-194.


its openness, which allows for a technically superior development process. Thus, a principal difference between these two branches concerns whether open source code can be distributed after being commingled with proprietary code.

The motivations of the open source movement are varied.271 There are a small number of paid participants as well as private firms.272 These entities, such as IBM, have a direct financial motivation in the development of open source code. For the vast majority of participants, who are unpaid, the potential motivations are fourfold.273 First, they develop code that they themselves need. This occurs because there is no alternative in the marketplace or the alternative is costly.274 Second, many developers find enjoyment in developing code as a creative endeavor.275 Third, they seek recognition from their peers by contributing to the development of innovative code.276 Finally, there is a political motivation that sees open source as superior to services and products such as Windows 2000 have components derived from the open source movement. Lee Gomes, Microsoft Uses Open-Source Code, WALL ST. J., June 18, 2001; Weston Cann, Curing Steve Ballmer’s Open-Source ‘Cancer’, OsOPINION.COM, June 6, 2001, available at http://www.osopinion.com/perl/story/10272.html.

271 See FELLER & FITZGERALD, supra note 263, at 137-54 (discussing the various motivations for the open source movement).

272 See Nikolai Bezroukov, Are Key Open Source Developers Volunteer Developers?, available at http://www.softpanorama.org/OSS/Bla_faq/are_oss_developers_volunteers.shtml (last visited May 5, 2004) (explaining that “many important open source projects are developed with a mixture of volunteers and paid developers. The developers are paid by firms that have vested interest in the code.”).

273 Research into the motivations of open source programmers has so far overlooked previous research on volunteer motivation. See A. M. Omoto et al., The Psychology of Volunteerism: A Conceptual Analysis and a Program of Action Research, in THE SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY OF HIV INFECTION 333 (J. B. Pryor and G. D. Reeder, eds. 1993) (noting that five different motives that may explain volunteer behavior: values, personal development knowledge, personal development, esteem enhancement and community concern); MOTIVATING VOLUNTEERS (Larry F. Moore ed., 1985) (providing a comprehensive look at why volunteers volunteer).

274 Raymond, supra note 265.


proprietary software.\textsuperscript{277} This is often manifested as an anti-Microsoft attitude. These differing motivations affect the choice of intellectual property protection for the source code.\textsuperscript{278}

The end users of open source software are, by definition, the public. The goal of the open source movement is to provide the public with free access to the source code. The public can then use and modify open source code.

IV. \textbf{Campaign Contributions and Special Interests: Influences That Shape the Development of Code}

Constituents, campaign contributions, political parties, special interests, and the legislator’s personal values all influence the creation of legislation.\textsuperscript{279} Similarly, the development of code is influenced by numerous factors. This section focuses on the influences that shape the development of code, whether they are internal influences from an institution’s membership, or whether they are external political, economic, or social influences.\textsuperscript{280} By understanding these influences, we can begin to predict the resulting institutional tendencies that shape code. This section discusses these influences on each institution, beginning with the university, and continuing on to firms, consortia, and the open source movement.

A. \textbf{Universities}

The NCSA Mosaic case study identified a number of influences that shape the development of code in a university. These influences

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{277} Nikolai Bezroukov, \textit{Open Source Software Development as a Special Type of Academic Research (Critique of Vulgar Raymondism)}, \textit{FIRST MONDAY}, Oct. 1999, at \url{http://www.firstmonday.dk/issues/issue4_10/bezroukov/}.
\item \textsuperscript{278} \textit{See infra} Part VI.B.
\item \textsuperscript{279} \textit{Citizens’ Research Foundation, New Realities, New Thinking: Report of the Task Force on Campaign Finance Reform}, available at \url{http://www.usc.edu/dept/CRF/DATA/newrnewt.htm} (noting the role of a legislator’s principles, his or her constituency, and his or her political party, and campaign contributions) (on file with Author).
\item \textsuperscript{280} We treated the design, development, and implementation phases together, because our research found these phases intertwined. For example, consider the changes to NCSA Mosaic between the first beta release by Andreessen to a final 1.0 release. The implementation process involved considerable feedback from users, which in turn changed the original design of the software by fixing bugs and adding enhancements. \textit{See generally} IAN SOMMERVEILLE, \textit{SOFTWARE ENGINEERING} 210-12 (1995) (describing the design of software as an iterative process based upon feedback from earlier designs).\
\end{itemize}
affected not only NCSA but also CERN. We treat CERN as a university-style institution, because CERN's structure and motive, as a government sponsored basic research laboratory, is akin to a university. The first notable influence on universities is the desire of the university's membership for peer recognition. The next influence is the autonomous research environment. The ivory tower of academia provides researchers with considerable discretion during the development of code. Finally, we discuss how economic pressures, such as the limited resources at universities and the changing role of intellectual property in universities shape the development of code.

The first influence is the desire for peer recognition by the members of the university. This social influence stems from the motivations of researchers at universities. For researchers, the criterion for excellence is peer recognition. Researchers aspire to have their work cited by others or have their new tool or technique adopted by their peers. Consequently, this biases the development of code towards those matters that are regarded as important by a researcher's peers. This leads to a diminished motivation for potential economic gain when developing code within a university.

The influence of peer recognition manifested during the development of NCSA Mosaic. The student developers of NCSA Mosaic sought to make "cool" programs. Andreessen thought it would be cool to add images to the web. He then designed the NCSA Mosaic browser to view images. However, many within the Internet community, including Berners-Lee, disagreed with Andreessen's decision. Berners-Lee thought of the web as a tool for serious communication between scientific researchers. He didn't think the design of browsers should be dictated by what looked cool. This example shows the influence of peer recognition and also its lack of uniformity based on the peer group being addressed.

The desire for peer recognition extends to the institutional level. This is unusual because influences at an individual level are often not the same at the institutional level. The consequence is that universities promote and support code to enhance their reputation. This can aid in the wider dissemination of innovative code. During the development of NCSA, once NCSA understood the significance of NCSA Mosaic, it devoted more resources to the development efforts.

281. See supra text accompanying notes 212-213.
283. See supra note 61.
284. See supra notes 88-89.
285. NAUGHTON, supra note 36, at 244-45.
286. CS ALUMNI NEWS, supra note 72. Similarly, recognition from the
of Illinois also began touting the accomplishments of NCSA Mosaic. It used the prestige of NCSA Mosaic to enhance its own status. Thus, the desire for peer recognition affects both researchers and their institutions.

The second influence is the autonomy given to developers within the university. Universities provide the autonomy, the freedom to pursue self-directed research, necessary to develop code because innovation and the creation of new ideas are the central goals of research at universities. Autonomy means not absolute freedom, and not endless time and boundless resources, but freedom above all to use one’s own personality in pursuit of a scientific objective; freedom to pursue primitive theories down possibly pointless avenues of exploration; and freedom to theorize, experiment, accept, or reject, according to the principal investigator’s own judgment, with no interference.

The case studies show that NCSA and CERN allowed their researchers considerable freedom. At CERN, researchers developed new software for everything from running the soda machine to conducting physics experiments. Within this institutional environment, Berners-Lee was allowed to work on his radical proposal for the web, and pursue his project as he saw fit.

outside led the University of Minnesota to understand the significance of the Gopher program developed at the university.


289. Political and social influences can permeate the academic community through changing social norms or public funding for research. This is evident in the increased funding for some topics in biomedical research such as women’s health issues, breast cancer, and AIDS. See Esther Kaplan, The Attack of the Killer Causes, POZ, May 2000, available at http://www.poz.com/archive/may2000/inside/attack.html. Consider the debate over federally funded research on stem cells. See President of the United States, Remarks by the President on Stem Cell Research, Aug. 9, 2001 available at http://www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2001/08/20010809-2.html (noting the political and moral nature of government funding decisions).

291. BERNERS-LEE, supra note 46, at 43.

292. Similarly, Andreessen initially developed NCSA Mosaic in an academic environment with considerable autonomy. It was only in the later versions of NCSA Mosaic and during the development at Netscape that Andreessen felt pressure to include or exclude certain features. QUITTNER & SLATALLA, supra note 46, at 22 (noting how NCSA had developed over many years into an unstructured work environment to support the development of innovative ideas and code).
Research autonomy is the result of legislation in the 1980s which allowed universities to acquire intellectual property protection for the inventions of its researchers. As result, universities can now profit handsomely by licensing the rights to code to the private sector. This legislation does not appear to directly shape the development of code within universities. It plays a significant role in the transfer of code to the private sector. For example, universities are supporting research in profitable biotechnological pest control in lieu of less profitable but still effective methods of pest control. In selected fields, the potential for an economic windfall has led universities to support certain research topics in lieu of others.

Finally, economic influences can shape the development of code within a university in two ways. First, economic influences appear as a consequence of the scarcity of resources within universities. Universities do not have enough resources to fully fund every project to a researcher’s satisfaction. Nevertheless, there is pressure on researchers to develop new and innovative code. This leads to a focus on developing the standards and building blocks for future work. As a result, instead of developing a fully functioning complex program, a university researcher may concentrate on demonstrating that such a program would work by completing a few critical components. Berners-Lee used this strategy during the

293. See infra text accompanying note 451 (discussing the Bayh Dole Act).
294. Licensing NCSA Mosaic to the private sector earned the University of Illinois several million dollars. See Part VI.B.1.
295. Id. (analyzing how the Bayh Dole Act affects the attributes of code).
296. Greg Kline, Corporate Funded Research Negative at Universities, NEWSGAZETTE, Champaign, Ill., Feb. 03, 2001 (charging that university research is being influenced by potential profits and universities are ignoring other methods of reducing pests which have no long term profitability). See also Andrew Pollack, The Green Revolution Yields to the Bottom Line, N.Y. TIMES, May 15, 2001 (noting the decline of research into crop improvements for poor countries).
298. See supra text accompanying notes 220-221.
299. See supra text accompanying notes 55-60. The program SCIRun by Chris Johnson of the University of Utah has the potential to serve as the basis for designing new medical devices. This led Johnson to seek a license that allowed academics to use the code without paying royalties. Jeffrey Benner, Public Money,
development of the web. He lacked the resources to develop web browsers for all the major computing platforms, which led him to focus on developing standards and reusable building blocks of code. These standards included the language of the web, the Hypertext Markup Language (HTML), and the universal resource locator (URL). These reusable blocks of code were known as libwww and became the basis for future web browsers and servers.

B. FIRMS

Firms produce goods and services for the market. An important consideration is the anticipation of consumer needs. In short, economic concerns are the primary motivator of firms, and serve to shape the development of code for firms. This section first focuses on the economic influence of consumer demand. The next two points are consequences flowing from a firm's focus on consumer demand. We discuss how firms may miss innovative changes in technology and why firms do not develop unprofitable code despite its value to society. The final point is that strong political and social influences can shape the development of code by firms.

Anticipated consumer demand is the major influence on a firm's code. Firms strive to ensure that code meets and creates consumer demand. Therefore, if code does not generate revenue, it will be abandoned. Netscape was created to meet such an anticipated demand. In order to meet its demand for new browsers and Internet servers, Netscape focused on selling its software to “large companies with deep pockets.” To accomplish this, Netscape developed and incorporated technologies to support commerce, such as cookies and the Secure Sockets Layer. These technologies were crucial to the

---


301. See supra text accompanying notes 55-60.


303. QUITTNER & SLATALLA, supra note 46, at 97.

304. See supra text accompanying notes 99-101.
early success of Netscape’s web browsers and servers.  

Focusing on consumer demand can result in firms missing innovative changes in technology. Firms do not invest in uncertain or unproven technology without a commensurate rate of return. This leads to underinvestment in basic research or radical new inventions. This is illustrated in the development of the web. After Berners-Lee conceived of the web, he approached a number of firms that built hypertext products. He encouraged them to incorporate his web concept. But none of them were interested in his vision. They didn’t think there was any money to be made with this new approach. This is not unique to this case study. Firms often fail to realize the import of changes in technology. For example, during the development of the Internet, AT&T ridiculed the concept of “packet based” communications, upon which the Internet would later be based.  

The immense pressure to respond to economic influences leads firms to ignore social influences that are viewed as unprofitable. Firms develop code to generate profits. Naturally, firms do not develop code to meet social concerns that are unprofitable, even if these values are important to society. In the case of cookies, Netscape did not spend its resources developing unprofitable code that would minimize the privacy concerns posed by the cookies technology. This explains why early versions of Netscape contained no cookie management tools or even documentation about cookies. This neglect of unprofitable societal concerns by firms is understandable. However, there are steps, such as regulation, that society can take to ensure that firms address unprofitable, but socially desirable, concerns.

306. CLAYTON M. CHRISTENSEN, INNOVATOR’S DILEMMA: WHEN NEW TECHNOLOGIES CAUSE GREAT FIRMS TO FAIL (1997) (finding that firms that listen to their customers may miss innovative changes, because of the development of disruptive technologies).
307. See Nelson supra note 208.
308. See supra notes 47-48.
309. AT&T didn’t see any reason for such a new communication method and actually refused to allow “their” network to carry such communication even though the U.S. Government would have funded the research. See KATIE HAFNER & MATTHEW LYON, WHERE THE WIZARDS STAY UP LATE: THE ORIGINS OF THE INTERNET 64 (1996). Another example is that of IBM’s refusal in the late 1970s to embrace ARPANET. See Dan Gillmor, IBM’s Missed Opportunity with the Internet, San Jose Mercury News, Sept. 23, 1999. A final historical example is Western Union’s telegraph business overlooking the potential importance of the telephone. See GERALD W. BROCK, THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY 123 (1981).
310. See supra text accompanying notes 112-113.
311. See infra Part VI.F.2.
The development of code can be shaped by strong political and social influences. Firms react to these influences, because if unheeded, these influences could result in higher costs. The costs could include customer acquisition and retention as well as potential regulatory costs. This was evident in our cookies case study when the media uproar over online privacy problems led to hearings by the Federal Trade Commission (FTC). At the hearings, Netscape was forced to discuss how cookies work and how Netscape could improve privacy. As a result of these government hearings, the browser makers began using basic cookie management tools and improving the documentation on cookies. This example illustrates how the media and government can shape the development of code by drawing attention to the societal consequences of newly developed code.

C. CONSORTIA

A consortium's members are the primary influence on the development of code. This is not surprising since consortia are structured to meet the demands of their members. Members typically choose to use a consortium when there is no compelling reason for one entity to undertake the work. Our first point is that a consortium’s members set the agenda. Second, the members’ choice of the consortium’s structure can have an enormous impact on shaping the development of code. Finally, we note that the development process within a consortium can overlook outside social influences or unrepresented third parties. This can occur even when the public is allowed to participate in the development process.

A consortium’s members set the agenda and decide what projects to pursue and the appropriate level of resources. This was


313. See supra note 134 and accompanying text.

314. See Steven A. Hetcher, The Emergence of Website Privacy Norms, 7 Mich. Telecomm. Tech. L. Rev. 97 (2001) (arguing that the FTC was instrumental in pushing larger commercial sites into addressing privacy issues).

315. Cargill, supra note 231, at 5. Other consortia, such as the GateD project, state that membership in the consortium allows members to participate in developing features and goal setting. The GateDaemon Consortium In Brief, available at http://www.ifm.liu.se/~peter/doc/gated/node7.html (last visited May 5, 2004) (noting that membership benefits of the GateD consortium include participating in developing features and goal setting, although the code is available for free of
evident in the PICS case study. The W3C chose to work on PICS in response to their members' concerns. Because PICS was seen as a technical solution to prevent government regulation of the Internet, the W3C placed PICS on a rapid development cycle to ensure that it would be completed for the upcoming constitutional challenge to the CDA.

The members' choice of a consortium's structure influences the development of code. The structural influences include the membership composition and membership rights, intellectual property rights, and the procedural rules that govern their work. For example, consider how the structural differences between the IETF and W3C shaped the development of code for labeling content on the web. The W3C used a closed private process during the development of PICS. This was because firms, such as Microsoft and IBM, agreed to work within the W3C only if PICS was developed rapidly. The W3C relied upon a dozen people during the entire developmental process. This structure allowed them to complete their work in a matter of a few months. In contrast, similar work by the IETF's Voluntary Access Control Working Group moved much more slowly. The IETF used a public approach that allowed anyone to participate. This group never made progress and was mired in discussion about the basic approach for the standard. By the end of 1995, the W3C had a draft specification for PICS, while the IETF had not made any progress. This led the IETF to abandon its efforts and rely on the
In this case, the W3C’s structure favored a much more rapid development process than the IETF’s public process.

Consortia may ignore or overlook outside social influences and third parties during the development process. This is important because consortia often appear to be working for the benefit of the public as a whole. Both the W3C and the IETF consider their mission to be building a better Internet for society. But because consortia are accountable only to their members, they will inadequately consider the needs of third parties such as independent software vendors and end users. This can result in ineffective or technically poor solutions. For instance, the PICS specification is of little use to firms selling filtering software to libraries and parents. This is because the needs of end users and the commercial filtering firms were not addressed in the PICS development process. Since PICS, the W3C has established a members to develop the standards and push them forward. See World Wide Web Consortium, Process Document, Section 8.4, W3C, W3C AND THE INTERNET ENGINEERING TASK FORCE (IETF), Nov. 11, 1999, available at http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Process/Process-19991111/appendix.html; W3C, FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS, available at http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Prospectus/FAQ.html (last visited May 5, 2004).


324. Another example is the development of HTML. The popularity of HTML led to over a hundred people being actively involved with the IETF standards process in the IETF. At times the discussion would involve over two thousand messages in a few days. This approach alienated the browser firms such as Netscape and Microsoft. Instead, they preferred to work privately within the W3C. This allowed them to make quick decisions while also avoiding any public discussion of potential new features of their browsers. Thus the structure of the W3C, which supported private communication, was more amenable to producing a timely specification. DAVE RAGGETT ET AL., RAGGETT ON HTML 4 (1998) available at http://www.w3.org/People/Raggett/book4/ch02.html (providing a history of HTML and why the vendors moved to a the private arena of the W3C).


326. These third parties are still free to develop their own standards. In the case of XML, there have been a number of standards developed outside the W3C. The W3C may then later adopt them or incorporate them into its standards. Interview with Simon St. Laurent, Author of XML: A Primer, in Bloomington, Ill. (Dec. 7, 2001).

327. See Andrew Updegrove, Standard Setting and Consortium Structures, STANDARDVIEW, Dec. 1995, 145. This can also be seen in the work on XML. There are a number of people who have felt that the W3C’s approach to XML is far too complicated and too vendor- oriented. They are creating alternative lightweight solutions. See Roberta Holland, XML Schema Catches Heat, EWEek, Apr. 22, 2001, available at http://techupdate.zdnet.com/techupdate/stories/main/0,14179,2710691,00.html.

328. See supra text accompanying notes 173-176. Similarly, the Platform
more formal standardization process that incorporates public comments. This guarantees that standards are subject to public scrutiny, but does not address the problem of overlooking third parties in the development process.

The problem of overlooking third parties even affects consortia that permit public participation. The IETF overlooked third parties during the development of the cookies standard. For example, there was inadequate consideration of browser makers, website operators, and advertising management networks. These potential stakeholders were affected by the cookies standard, but never participated in the development process. Consequently, there were numerous problems with software compatibility and privacy issues that ultimately delayed and marginalized the final standard.

for Privacy Preferences (P3P) project of the W3C, has been criticized for producing a solution that meets the needs of industry over consumers. See infra note 575. Another example is the neglect of the consumers' needs in the development of the Secure Digital Music Initiative (SDMI), which is a consortium devoted to creating security standards for the digital transmission and storage of music. See John Gartner, Digital Music Will Cost You, WIRED NEWS, Dec. 8, 1999, available at http://www.wired.com/news/print/0,1294,32674,00.html.

329. The W3C process has evolved towards a more formal process. World Wide Web Consortium, supra note 257.

330. Third parties can be overlooked even though public comment may be allowed, because they cannot participate in the development process. For example, during revisions of a standard, third parties may be unaware of the changes being made. However, consortium members have access to the ongoing changes. This provides members with an advantage in understanding, shaping, and implementing new standards. For example, the W3C's X-Link standard took 15 months between drafts. In this time, the standard changed considerably. This delay most severely affected third parties who were not privy to the ongoing changes. See St. Laurent Interview, supra note 326; World Wide Web Consortium, XML Linking Language, available at http://www.w3.org/1999/07/WD-xlink-19990726 (July 26, 1999) (providing the dates between drafts).

331. The author of the IETF cookies standard has stated that he would improve communication with these third parties if had this to do over. Kristol, supra note 116, at 19.

332. There are valid reasons why these parties were not involved. They might not have been aware of the process or just thought it wasn't worthwhile to participate in the standards process.

333. Another example of a consortium overlooking third parties is the IETF's almost unanimous resistance to developing standards with a built-in ability to support wiretapping. The IETF's rejection reflects its membership's libertarian leanings. Its behavior stands in stark contrast to other forms of telecommunications, which have a built in ability for government wiretapping. Declan McCullagh, IETF Says 'No Way' to Net Taps, WIRED, Nov. 11, 1999, available at http://www.wired.com/news/politics/0,1283,32455,00.html (noting the discussion within the IETF); IETF, IETF Policy on Wiretapping, RFC 2804, May 2000 available at http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc2804.html (final position of the IETF); Carolyn Duffy Marsan, Internet Community Debates Wiretapping, NETWORK WORLD FUSION, Oct.
D. OPEN SOURCE MOVEMENT

The open source movement’s development process is primarily influenced by its membership of volunteer developers. In the first section, we discuss the “limits of volunteerism” in the open source movement. This affects the development process because the volunteer members are limited in their time, and they choose to work on tasks they find interesting. Our second point is that this biases code towards the needs of the volunteer members. Finally, we argue that political and economic influences provide little influence on the development of code. At times, the open source movement even counters dominant political and economic concerns.

The “limits of volunteerism” by the open source movement’s members serve to shape code. Volunteer members can only provide limited time and resources. In contrast to a firm, there is no pressure to force volunteers to work on a particular project in a timely manner. Consequently, it is the volunteers who decide what code will be written and on what time schedule. According to Jordan Hubbard, a founder of the open source FreeBSD project:

Developers are very expensive commodities (just ask any IT hiring manager) and getting their expensive time and effort for free means that it comes with certain stipulations. The developer has to have a personal interest in the features in question and they will implement those features according to the features in question, and they will implement those features according to the demands of their own schedule, not anyone else’s.

The limits of volunteerism also extend to the subject of the project. Volunteers wish to work on interesting tasks. This problem is endemic in open source projects and is described accordingly:

Those who can program naturally tend to work on programs they find personally interesting or programs that looks cool (editors, themes in Gnome), as opposed
to applications considered dull. Without other incentives other than the joy of hacking and “vanity fair” a lot of worthwhile projects die because the initial author lost interest and nobody pick up the tag.337

This biases open source code towards the needs of its volunteer member developers. Code then addresses the needs and purposes of sophisticated developers and not ordinary users.338 Projects are often those that developers think are interesting or useful, such as a C compiler or an mp3 player.339 As a result, volunteer members may not work on code that is in greater demand or more socially beneficial.340 For example, the development of the early web browsers, such as NCSA Mosaic and Erwise, relied on volunteer programmers all across the world.341 According to Berners-Lee, these developers were more interested in “putting fancy display features into the browsers—multimedia, different colors and fonts—which took much less work and created much more buzz among users.”342 Berners-Lee wanted the developers to focus on a much more substantive issue—the addition of

337. Bezroukov, supra note 277.
339. The development of code for developers by developers can be useful since it collapses the problematic distinction between users and developers. The developers don’t have to envision an imaginary user, since they are the user. Paul Quintas, Software by Design, in COMMUNICATION BY DESIGN: THE POLITICS OF INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES 93 (Robin Mansell & Roger Silverstone eds., 1996). Finally, we should note that there are design approaches that involve the user, such as participatory design. This approach originated in Scandinavia as a result of trade unions. They placed pressure on industry to ensure that technology was used to improve worker quality instead of displacing workers. The design process includes both computer professionals and union workers. See DOUGLAS SCHULER & AKI NAMIOKA, PARTICIPATORY DESIGN: PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES (1993) (leading textbook on participatory design); TERRY WINograd, BRINGING DESIGN TO SOFTWARE (1996) (describing how to use participatory design to improve the development of software). This type of design process is actively promoted in the computer field by the Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility, who hold a biennial conference devoted to participatory design. Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility, Participatory Design, available at http://www.cpsr.org/program/workplace/PD.html (last visited May 5, 2004).
340. The limitations of volunteerism are evident from the period between Apache’s first official release and Thau’s announcement of Shambhala. During this time, work on Apache dramatically slowed. Østerlie argues that this occurred because the work before the group was of a menial kind. Everyone realized that the server needed to be rewritten, but nobody wanted to take on such as difficult and mundane task. See Østerlie, supra note 182.
341. See supra notes 52-54.
342. BERNERS-LEE, supra note 46, at 71.
editing features to the browser. The concept of a browser/editor was important to Berners-Lee. He envisioned the web as a place where it should be as easy for people to publish information, as it is to read information. Berners-Lee believed that the reason people focused on browsing over writing and editing features was that it just wasn’t fun to create an editor. Thus, the limits of volunteerism led to a lack of browser/editors for the web, because there was a lack of interest in developing this type of code. Additionally, this bias is manifested in the usability of code. A typical complaint is that open source code is designed for use by sophisticated developers, and therefore, difficult for novice users to use.

The influence of economic and political influences on open source code is minimal. An international team of volunteer members leads the open source movement. This diverse set of developers is focused on developing what is interesting to them. This results in the development of code with features that contain little political or economic value. For example, Mozilla, an open source browser based on Netscape’s web browser, contains features such as cookie management, and the ability to block images from third party web sites as well as pop-up advertising windows. These features are part of an enhanced security and privacy package that was not present in Netscape’s web browser. These features are present because the open source community felt they were important attributes that needed to be incorporated into the software.

At times, the code developed by the open source movement can run counter to conventional economic and political influences. For example, consider the development of the Gnutella file-sharing program. Gnutella was developed by AOL subsidiary Nullsoft, which

343. See supra notes 84-88 and accompanying text.
344. See infra text accompanying note 520.
346. When the image-blocking feature was removed in an early version, there was a concomitant uproar. There were concerns that AOL-Time Warner (who bought Netscape) was influencing the design of Mozilla. Eventually it was realized that this feature was temporarily not present solely for the purpose of releasing a beta version of Mozilla. Nevertheless, the outcry in the community highlights the importance of this feature, despite its lack of economic or political worth. See Mozilla Junkbuster-like Feature Removed, SLASHDOT, available at http://www.slashdot.org/articles/00/05/09/1410222.shtml (May 9, 2000).
also developed the popular Winamp digital music player. Unlike Napster, which is based on a centralized server, Gnutella was based on a decentralized system. This design was intended to prevent users from being blocked from accessing the file sharing network. Nullsoft didn’t intend to sell the program, but created it as a “labor of love.” AOL quashed Nullsoft’s distribution of Gnutella in one day, but it was too late. The open source movement had begun to refine and distribute Gnutella. The result was a cooperative effort to develop code whose chief purpose was music piracy. Another similar effort by the open source movement is the attempt to create an anonymous decentralized file sharing system. This system, Freenet, will make it impossible for governments to track down users or remove information. The motivations for this defiant behavior result largely from the libertarian views of the open source developers. These developers get a special satisfaction from code that complicates life for government. This motivation may change, as people are increasingly concerned with non-governmental threats to security. In the future, code developed by the open source movement may address these concerns.

V. LEGISLATIVE PROCESS: MANAGEMENT DECISIONS DURING THE DEVELOPMENT OF CODE

The development of law includes decisions that affect how quickly a law can be enacted, the amount of consideration given to a potential law, the scope of the law, and the decision-making process for passing the law. These decisions are all part of the legislative process. Similarly, institutions developing code have different legislative processes, because of their differing structures and susceptibility to different influences. This section discusses three management decisions during the legislative process for code that serve to shape code. First, institutions differ in the speed of the


348. Id.


development process for code. Second, institutions differ in their processes for deciding what attributes should be included in their code. For example, firms seek to include profitable features, while the open source movement may include features that their members regard as important. The third management decision concerns how widely code is disseminated. Some institutions favor making their code widely available, while other institutions limit access to their code.

A. Speed of the Development Process

One of the surprising findings from our case studies was that the development of code was not necessarily faster in any given institution. We expected that firms could develop code rapidly, but our case studies show that universities, consortia, and the open source movement are equally capable of developing code swiftly. The most significant variable that affects the speed of the development is management. The management of a university, consortium, or open source project has a tremendous amount of variation that can affect how quickly code is developed. In our case studies, the projects were well managed and developed quickly. This, however, is not always the case. We begin by discussing the speed of development in universities; we then continue on to firms, consortia, and the open source movement.

According to Bruce Maggs, a former vice-president for research and development at Akamai Technologies, who has recently returned to academia, the typical norms for university research favor a slower, more thorough, approach over a rapid development process.352 The additional time allows researchers to ensure the accuracy of their results, ponder interesting results, and consider new research trajectories.353 Our case study on NCSA Mosaic was atypical. The rapid development process for NCSA Mosaic was the result of the university’s commitment to the project as well as the extremely hard work performed by the developers.354

352. Mihai Budiu, An Interview with Bruce Maggs, available at http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~mihaib/maggs-interview (March 2001). Another factor that slows down the development process is publishing. In response, some academic fields are using electronic publication to speed up the dissemination of knowledge.


354. See Gillies & Cailliau, supra note 45, at 241 (noting that NCSA supported a number of student programmers who worked long hours to develop NCSA Mosaic). Another example of universities developing technology as quickly as
Firms are under pressure to develop code rapidly. It is well established that the first competitor in a market has a distinct advantage.\textsuperscript{355} Netscape emphasized a rapid development process, because it understood that its success depended on being the first commercial web browser.\textsuperscript{356} As summarized by Andreessen they needed to “[k]ick the product out the door as quickly as possible. It doesn’t matter if it’s done or doesn’t really matter if it does even 20 percent of what the full expression of it is.”\textsuperscript{357} The emphasis on speed leads to a tradeoff in the quality of the code.\textsuperscript{358} In the case of Netscape, the rapid development process led to the incorporation of an immature technology that contained security and privacy holes such as third party cookies.\textsuperscript{359}

 Consortia are chosen because of their rapid speed in developing standards as compared to Standard Developing Organizations (SDOs).\textsuperscript{360} However, there is considerable variation in the speed of development within consortia and between projects within a consortium. The W3C was established with the intent of creating a faster standards process compared to the IETF.\textsuperscript{361} As a result, PICS was completed in a matter of months, while competing solutions such as the IETF’s Voluntary Access Group were still on the drawing board.\textsuperscript{362} However, consortium work is not always completed rapidly. For example, the Secure Digital Music Initiative (SDMI) consortium made little progress over the last few years.\textsuperscript{363} Additionally, the speed

\begin{itemize}
  \item a firm is in the Human Genome Project. Frederic Golden & Michael D. Lemonick, \textit{The Race Is Over}, \textit{TIME}, July 3, 2000, available at \url{http://www.time.com/time/magazine/articles/0,3266,48109-1,00.html}.
  \item This is known as the first mover advantage. See \textit{SHAPIRO \\& VARIAN}, \textit{supra} note 2, at 29-32.
  \item \textit{See supra} text accompanying note 110.
  \item Esther Dyson summarizes this consequence: “the seller [of software] wants to make it half-work and improve it next year.” Joel Garreau, \textit{Thinking Outside the Box}, WASH. POST, Mar. 19, 2001, at C01. \textit{See infra} Part VI.D. (discussing the quality of code).
  \item \textit{See supra} text accompanying note 120.
  \item \textit{See supra} text accompanying notes 240-248.
  \item \textit{See supra} text accompanying notes 324-329.
  \item For example, the Secure Digital Music Initiative (SDMI) consortium began in July 1999 and claimed that there would be SDMI-compatible portable digital music players in stores by Christmas. However, within a few months,
of development can change over a consortium’s lifespan. As the W3C has aged, it has added formal procedures that have slowed down the development process.\(^\text{364}\) This has created a space for the emergence of new consortia to develop standards for the web. For example, the VoiceXML Forum, led by AT&T, IBM, Lucent, and Motorola, was created to develop standards for VoiceXML.\(^\text{365}\) Only after a standard was developed within the VoiceXML Forum was it submitted to the W3C.\(^\text{366}\) Thus, as the W3C has slowed, other consortia have materialized to provide a rapid development process.\(^\text{367}\)

The speed of an open source project can vary tremendously. The first issue that affects the speed of the development process is the difficulty of managing an open source project.\(^\text{368}\) Typically, there is an individual or a core group of people that manage the various volunteer participants during the development process. This management process is often claimed to be akin to herding cats.\(^\text{369}\) This process can involve endless fighting and even the abandonment of projects due to philosophical or technical differences. Even with successful projects, there can be problems. For example, Robert Thau, who rewrote the Apache server, was forced out of the Apache community a few years later. According to Østerlie, this was essentially because many members of the Apache community thought Thau was too much of an authority.\(^\text{370}\) Besides the management issue, a second important factor is the extent of volunteer support. This is simply because the open source movement is dependent upon volunteers.\(^\text{371}\) A lack of volunteer support can lead to “vaporware” – open source projects that are never
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366. *Id.*


369. *See* Østerlie, *supra* note 182 (according to Bruce Perens, ex-leader of the Debian GNU/Linux project).

370. *Id.*

371. *See* supra text accompanying notes 334-343 (noting the limitations of volunteers).
B. DECISION-MAKING PROCESS

The decision-making process within legislative bodies is complex. The criteria for a decision may vary, ranging from an emphasis on constituents' or a political party's welfare, to that of a broader concern for the public's welfare. Another important factor in the decision-making process is public comment, which ensures governmental decision-makers consider public concerns. Not surprisingly, all of these factors affect the decision-making process of the legislators of cyberspace. Similarly, the decision-making process for institutions includes decisions on what attributes to incorporate into the code as well as decisions on when code is suitable for public release. An example of such a decision is whether to delay the release of code until a slight security flaw can be corrected. Some institutions may choose to release the code, while others may decide to wait.

This section begins by describing the decision-makers for each institution. Secondly, we discuss how the criteria for the decision-making process differ by institution. Some institutions are swayed by their membership, while others focus on what is profitable. A third important component concerns whether the decision-making process is open to public comment, the value of which was demonstrated in our case study on cookies. As a result of public participation, the IETF's standards process quickly recognized the privacy and security flaws in cookies. We begin by discussing the decision-making process for universities, and then continue on to firms, consortia, and the open source movement.


373. Frauenheim, supra note 267 (describing the thousands of open source projects at SourceForge.net).

374. The Administrative Procedure Act (APA) requires federal agencies to allow for public comment in either formal or informal rulemaking. 5 U.S.C. §§ 551-59 (1994).
1. **Universities**

In a university research project, the decision-maker is the developer or the head of a project. They ultimately decide what should be the final shape of the code. The criteria they follow are discretionary because of their autonomy and freedom within the university. Autonomy fosters risk-taking in the development of code and is important for pushing the boundaries of knowledge and creating innovative products. In our case study on the development of the web, Andreessen and Berners-Lee decided what features to include in their browsers. They were the ones who announced the availability of the latest versions of their browsers on the Internet. NCSA and CERN granted their researchers considerable autonomy in the decision-making process. Finally, the decision-making process within a university is not open to public comment. The researchers are under no obligation to consider public input. They make the decisions on whether their code is suitable for dissemination, either for testing purposes or for widespread use.

2. **Firms**

A firm’s managers decide which features should be incorporated into the firm’s code, and profitability is a key criterion in their decision-making process. This is why Netscape developed features supporting e-commerce, such as cookies. The profit motive also puts tremendous pressure on firms to introduce their code rapidly into the market to gain an advantage over competitors. Netscape quickly incorporated cookies despite their potential security and privacy issues. Netscape did not want to wait for the IETF to define a standard for cookies. Instead, they rushed ahead to meet market expectations. A few years later, Netscape made a similar decision to continue allowing third party cookies. This decision was made with full knowledge of the privacy and security risks, as well as the Internet

---

375. See supra text accompanying notes 288-290.
376. This is supported by government funding agencies such as the National Science Foundation (NSF). According to Joseph Bordogna the NSF seeks innovative research that goes beyond current technology: “While everyone seems to be looking for merely the next technology, we are hoping they search for something that renders something obsolete.” Trusting Innovators Who Break the Rules, CNET NEWS.COM, Apr. 17, 2001, at http://news.com.com/2009-1033-255906.html?legacy=cnet (last visited Sept. 12, 2004).
377. See supra note 77 (noting Andreessen’s announcement); see supra text accompanying note 51 (noting Berners-Lee’s announcement).
378. Researchers typically publish their work; however, this is an issue of dissemination and not public comment.
379. See supra text accompanying notes 224-227.
community’s disapproval of third party cookies. Netscape’s motivation was its own financial interest. It sought to meet the needs of its paying customers who wanted advertising rather than meet the privacy needs of users of its free browsers.  

This is a typical example of how firms operate. Values that are deemed to be unprofitable are not factored into a firm’s decision-making process. Finally, as with universities, the decision-making process is not open to public comment. In fact, firms often conceal their activity, because there is no reason to provide information to rivals about potential code development activities.

3. CONSORTIA

The decision-makers in a consortium are determined by its membership. The number of decision-makers and the criteria they employ in the decision-making process may vary. For example, consider the differences between the W3C and the IETF. The W3C places its final decision-making power in the hands of its Director, currently Tim Berners-Lee. Naturally, he is likely to make decisions that the members support because member support is vital for a consortium. This can lead the Director to rubber stamp the choices of a few influential members. The IETF is different. It bases its decisions on a rough consensus of the working group as well as the approval of the Internet Engineering Steering Group (IESG).

---

380. See supra text accompanying note 132. See also supra note 132 (providing one possible explanation why the browser vendors continued to allow third party cookies).

381. See infra Part VI.F.2 (discussing why firms do not incorporate unprofitable values).


384. Generally, if a member does not support a consortium’s decisions, it will leave. For example, MCI WorldCom left the W3C because it did not feel its concerns were being adequately addressed. See Anthes, supra note 361.

385. Rada, supra note 258, at 20.

386. The IESG consists of volunteers who are voted to their position by the IETF’s members. IESG administers the process and approves IETF standards. There are several works on how the IETF makes its decisions. See Scott Bradner, The Internet Standards Process – Revision 3, at http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2026.txt (Oct. 1996); David Crocker, Making Standards the IETF Way, STANDARDVIEW, Jan. 1993,
Consider the debate on the IETF’s Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) standard. The debate included hundreds of people, and when Steve Jobs, then the founder of NeXT Software, appealed to Nathaniel Borenstein, the author of the MIME standard, seeking some changes, Borenstein refused to budge. Borenstein believed it was absurd that “because you were a famous executive … your opinion should outweigh the Internet community’s reasoned debate.”\(^{387}\) This use of a general community consensus to determine Internet standards on basis of technical merit is the ideal of the IETF.\(^{388}\) This explains why the IETF would not let the privacy and security flaws in cookie technology pass unnoticed.\(^{389}\)

The criteria for a consortium’s decision-making process are up to its members. This is logical because a consortium develops standards and code for the benefit of its members. Consequently, these criteria can lead to the approval of standards that are ineffectual or never widely implemented, such as the W3C’s PICS or the IETF’s cookies standard. A firm, on the other hand, would not expend this level of effort in developing a product that was ineffectual or would not be adopted for widespread use. Nevertheless, such standards may be important. In the case of PICS, the W3C was attempting to fashion an industry-wide technological solution to the problem of minors gaining access to indecent content.\(^{390}\) In the case of the IETF’s cookies standard, the IETF sought a precise technical standard for cookies and welcomed public discussion on key privacy issues.\(^{391}\)

Consortia vary on the consideration of public comments. Some consortia, such as the IETF, develop their standards with a fully public process that emphasizes ongoing public review. Other consortia, such

\(^{387}\) Interview with Nathaniel Bornstein, Author of MIME Standard, in Bloomington, Ill. (Sept. 17, 1999).

\(^{388}\) The W3C is built upon the idea that too much input can be counterproductive. This is why the W3C enforces a large barrier for individual participation via its $5000 minimum fee. Most other consortia charge a much smaller fee. For example, the OASIS consortium, which develops XML standards, charges a $250 membership fee. This is often called a “bozo” membership fee, because it ensures that interested people are able to participate but keeps “bozos” out. See St. Laurent Interview, supra note 326. The IETF, on the other hand, has no membership fee. This is illustrative of how consortia vary in their barriers to third party participation.

\(^{389}\) See supra text accompanying notes 123-130.

\(^{390}\) See supra text accompanying notes 169-176 (discussing why PICS was ineffectual).

\(^{391}\) See supra text accompanying notes 129-130 (noting that the IETF’s cookies standard is not widely implemented).
as the W3C, may choose to develop standards privately. The reasons for a private process may include intellectual property issues, the avoidance of public scrutiny from the press and other third parties, and the ability to share sensitive information. The W3C allows its working groups to choose a public or private decision-making process. However, the final products of the W3C’s working groups are subject to public comment.

4. OPEN SOURCE MOVEMENT

The decision-makers for an open source project may differ in philosophy from the democratic to the authoritarian. In the case of Apache, there is a core group of people who make the decisions. This group of developers determines the final form of Apache through a voting process. In contrast, other successful open source projects are run in a more authoritarian manner. For the Linux operating system, it is up to Linus Torvald whether to accept a patch. While he usually accepts the recommendations of his core group of developers, he does have the discretionary power to do as he pleases. However, if problems occur between the decision-makers, the members of an open source project may leave and start a competing project.

The criteria for the decision-making process are not fixed; rather they depend on the discretion of the volunteer developers. In the case of Apache, the criteria concerned the addition of useful features and the removal of errors in the code. In other cases, independence from economic or political influences can lead to the inclusion of features that are otherwise politically unpalatable or not in the

392. See Murphy, supra note 230, at 144 (noting that when developing knowledge for competitive reasons total openness is not possible).
393. According to Joseph Reagle, the avoidance of public discussion allows parties to change their position and allows issues to be more easily resolved. See Reagle, supra note 361.
395. The W3C has a three month public comment period. See Rada, supra note 258, at 21-22.
396. Bezroukov, supra note 277.
397. Id.
The open source movement is generally committed to a public development process. Code is always made available to the public and the development of code is typically discussed in public forums. This public manner is evident in the development of Apache, which had over 3000 people submit reports on problems with the code. However, it is possible to develop code without a public development process and then release it as open source code. This happened with the NCSA Mosaic web server. Universities and government agencies also often develop code that is later released to the open source movement. In these cases, the decision-makers and criteria for the initial public release may be private. However, once released to the open source movement, the development process can then become public.

C. Dissemination of Code

Just as legislators must decide on the proper scope of a law, institutions must decide on how widely code should be disseminated. They must decide whether the code should be made freely available to the public or to only a few selected parties. This decision varies by institution, but is an important element in the development of code. This section discusses the proclivities of institutions regarding this decision. In later sections, we discuss the role of intellectual property protection and open standards on the dissemination of code. We begin by discussing the dissemination decision for universities, and

399. See supra text accompanying notes 350-355.
400. See supra note 350.
403. See supra text accompanying note 192.
405. See infra Part VI.A. (open standards) and Part VI.B. (intellectual property).
continue on to firms, consortia, and the open source movement.

The decision to disseminate code publicly may be an obvious choice for a university. This is consistent with the university’s mission to expand knowledge. Moreover, the norms within the university stress the need to publish research for claims of priority and public validation of the research. Berners-Lee and Andreessen both released their code publicly through the Internet and sought feedback. They considered the public to be their customers. There is, however, a recent and growing trend for universities to restrict the dissemination of code in order to gain much-needed compensation, as well as to retain control over the code.

Firms typically seek to disseminate code to potential customers and not the general public. Firms do, however, sometimes disseminate code freely to the public. This free dissemination, however, normally serves a long-term strategic goal by utilizing economic phenomena such as lock-in, switching costs, and network effects. Lock-in occurs when people have to buy future code specific to a system. For example, once you buy a Sony Playstation video console, you have to continue to buy code, both hardware and software, that is specific to the Sony machine. Switching costs are the costs required to overcome this lock-in. For example, the switching costs between a Windows system and a Unix-based system can be high. A person may have to buy new hardware and software, have existing data converted to a new format, and retrain users. Not surprisingly, firms often design code to raise switching costs and keep customers. Along these lines, firms may disseminate demonstration code with fewer features or provide a free trial period in order to lock-in customers. A final reason firms may disseminate code freely is to take advantage of network effects. Network effects suggest that the larger the network the more powerful it is. To take advantage of this, firms may disseminate their code for

408. In February 1993, a message was posted congratulating Andreessen on NCSA Mosaic and asking him why he cared about what others thought, since they were not customers of NCSA. Andreessen replied:

Well, you literally are our customer. But that’s probably beside the point. . . we do care what you think simply because having the wonderful distributed beta team that we essentially have due to this group gives us the opportunity to make our product much better than it could be otherwise. We very much value constructive criticism from knowledgeable people.


409. See infra text accompanying notes 451-453.

410. SHAPIRO & VARIAN, supra note 2, at 12.

411. See SHAPIRO & VARIAN, supra note 2, at 174; Mark A. Lemley & David McGowan, Legal Implications of Network Economic Effects, 86 CAL. L. REV. 479,
free to enlarge their market. For example, firms have released their instant messaging code for free in the hope of gaining more users. They understand that the more users they recruit, the larger their network, and hence, the more valuable it becomes.

Consortia develop code for the benefit of their members. Typically, the code is useful to an industry in general and is widely disseminated throughout that industry. However, a consortium may restrict the code to its members or charge third parties for access. In the case of the W3C and IETF, both consortia have taken the position that all code and standards that are developed will be disseminated to the public.412

The open source movement favors wide dissemination. This decision is consistent with the goal of the open source movement to create freely available open source code. This decision is supported by copyright licenses that guarantee the right to redistribute the code freely.413 Furthermore, one branch of the open source movement, the Free Software Foundation, uses intellectual property law to ensure code remains widely disseminated for subsequent innovation. This copyright license is known as the GNU General Public License and includes a condition that the code and any derivative code must be freely available.414

VI. THE FINAL BILL: ATTRIBUTES OF THE FINAL IMPLEMENTATION

The previous parts focused on the structure, influences, and processes within different institutions. This Part focuses on the impact of these factors upon code. We show how institutional tendencies serve to shape various attributes of code.415 The first attribute we discuss, open standards, has consequences on interoperability between different code. Second, we focus on how institutions differ on the choice of intellectual property protection for code. This choice can provide either limitations on or opportunities for the use of code. The


412. See infra text accompanying notes 440-441.
413. See infra text accompanying notes 467-472.
414. See infra text accompanying notes 467-470 (discussing the GNU General Public License).
415. This is not a one-way effect. These features also feedback and affect the development of code. For example, the choice of what sort of intellectual property protection to seek can influence the development process.
third section focuses on the decision by institutions to open source their code. By open sourcing the code, it is possible to create a rich and vibrant foundation for further code development by the public. The fourth section discusses how institutions differ in their approaches to developing high quality code that contains few flaws. The fifth section focuses on attributes that are not wholly technical, but are nevertheless important to users. These include attributes such as marketing, user-friendly code, documentation, and technical support. The last section focuses on non-technical attributes of code. These are the attributes that can affect fundamental societal concerns such as privacy and free speech.

A. OPEN STANDARDS

The open source movement supports open standards for several reasons. First, when creating open source code, they are creating open standards. Access to the source code allows anyone to determine how to develop interoperable code. Second, the open source movement depends on its members building upon the efforts of earlier work. A crucial step to support this is the adoption of open standards. Finally, the members of the open source movement usually believe inherently in the value of open standards.416

An institution’s decision on whether to pursue and support open standards for code can have enormous ramifications on society and the marketplace. In studying Apache, we saw that Apache’s support for open standards helped prevent an important part of the Internet, web servers, from becoming proprietary. Without Apache, Microsoft and Netscape could have implemented special features in their servers for use only with their browsers, thus fragmenting the Internet.417 This situation would have resulted in web sites only accessible with Microsoft browsers and servers. But competition from

416. For example, during the Christmas holiday in 1995, AOL performed minor upgrades of their web proxies. Consequently, the web pages served by Apache returned an error to AOL users. This led to a debate in the Apache community about whether they should write a simple patch to fix the problem or dig in their heels and force AOL to fix their web proxies to comply with existing web standards. The community decided it was more important to stay with open standards, and in the end, AOL fixed its web proxies. Østerlie, supra note 182.

417. This fear still exists because of Microsoft’s monopoly over the desktop operating system. However, as long Apache keeps a large portion of the server market, the web will be based on open standards. See Robert X. Cringely, The Death of TCP/IP: Why the Age of Internet Innocence is Over, PULPIT, Aug. 2, 2001, available at http://www.pbs.org/cringely/pulpit/pulpit20010802.html (arguing that Microsoft could eliminate the open standard for TCP/IP and replace it with a proprietary protocol).
Apache prevented a situation analogous to the browser war, with two different web servers operational only with their corresponding browsers. After a short discussion on open standards, this section describes the tendencies of different institutions beginning with universities, and then continuing on to firms, consortia, and the open source movement.

Open standards can promote competition and consumer choice by providing for more than one vendor for any product. Furthermore, consumers can be confident that the solution they purchase will be compatible with products from other vendors. Examples of open standards on the Internet include the transmission protocols such as FTP, HTML, which serves as the language for web pages, and the image format known as JPEG. Open standards are defined by three characteristics. First, the standard is publicly available to everyone at a minimal cost. Second, no entity controls the standard, or the standard is licensed on “reasonable and nondiscriminatory terms.” Third, the development process for creating the standard involves public participation.

Open standards typically emerge from consortia or Standard Developing Organizations (SDOs). Often a firm develops a standard and then submits it to a consortium or SDO in the hope that it will become an open standard. However, open standards are not the norm in the computer industry. The primary reason is that open standards

418. Moody, supra note 88, at 129.
419. See Michael Goldenberg, Standards, Public Welfare Defenses, and the Antitrust Laws, 42. BUS. LAW. 629 (1987) (arguing that standards may have an adverse effect on consumers because they can hinder the development of innovative and inexpensive products that do not meet the standards).
421. Developed by the W3C. For the latest standard, see HTML 4.01 Specification, at http://www.w3.org/TR/html4/ (December 24, 1999).
422. Developed by a joint ISO and ITU committee. For more information, see http://www.jpeg.org/committee.html (last visited May 5, 2004).
423. The addition of licensing fees can have significant effects. The Internet was built upon freely available standards. There were no licensing fees for the essential standards such as FTP or HTTP. There are many that worry that the next generation of Internet standards, such as SOAP, WSDL, and UDDI, will be controlled by a few firms. These firms will in effect place a tollbooth on the Internet by collecting royalties on essential patents. See David Berlind, IBM, Microsoft Plot Net Takeover, ENTERPRISE, Apr. 11, 2002, available at http://www.zdnet.com.au/newstech/ebusiness/story/0,2000024981,20264614,00.htm (last visited May 5, 2004).
424. Crocker, supra note 386.
take time to develop. This process can slow down the development and implementation of code, and, as a result, firms may not be able to quickly meet the demands of their customers. A second reason is that open standards do not allow any party to control the standard. As we will discuss later, firms are very concerned about the control of their standards.

Universities favor using and creating open standards because of their emphasis on creating and transferring knowledge to society. During the development of NCSA Mosaic, NCSA was committed to using open standards. Additionally, the scarce resources lead to a focus on creating and using open standards as building blocks for later work. Finally, the importance of publication, as part of universities’ commitment to knowledge creation, also spurs the creation and use of open standards. This was evident in Berners-Lee’s emphasis on publishing open standards for the web.

A firm’s decision on whether to choose open standards is based upon its control of the market. According to Shapiro and Varian, “a corporation will accept and use standards only if it believes it cannot control the market directly and that standards can.” So if a firm has control over a market, it will tend to use its own de facto standards, but if it cannot control the market, it may decide to support an open standard. This decision is based on the expectation that an open standard will increase the overall size of the market. A firm must decide if it is better off having a small share in a large market based on open standards or having total control of a small or nonexistent market based on de facto standards. A good example of this tradeoff is


428. See supra text accompanying notes 299-301.


430. Some examples of firms with control over a market are Microsoft, Intel, TCI, and Visa. Shapiro & Varian, supra note 2, at 203.

431. Firms sometimes create open standards in the hope of building enthusiasm and support for code. In contrast the Microsoft has often concealed the standards of Windows to gain performance advantages for its own applications. Matt Hines & Dawn Kawamoto, EU Report Takes Microsoft to Task, CNET NEWS.COM,
Apple’s choice of a proprietary architecture and IBM’s decision to create an open standard for the architecture of personal computers. Apple controls a small market, while IBM has a small share of a much larger market. Thus, open standards are favored when no firm is strong enough to dictate technology standards.

The cookies case study illustrates the difficulty for firms in choosing between a de facto standard and an open standard. Initially, Netscape developed and implemented technologies, such as cookies and SSL, as de facto standards that it controlled. It did this to gain an advantage over other competitors. Later, it supported turning these technologies into open standards. This decision was made to ensure that a larger market would adopt Netscape’s technology. This tactic of going from a de facto to an open standard gave Netscape a head start over their competitors. However, the downside of this tactic was that Netscape’s cookies standard was immature and contained privacy and security flaws.

The economic pressures on firms are so pervasive that they tend to incorporate additional proprietary features into their products employing open standards, in order to raise switching costs for users. For example, Cisco is adding proprietary features to its open standards-based routers. These new features can be used only with other Cisco routers. Similarly, when Netscape added proprietary features while taking advantage of open standards, it resulted in implementations that were not fully compatible. Netscape also
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432. See supra text accompanying notes 104-114 (cookies); see supra text accompanying note 100 (SSL).
433. Netscape’s strategy to beat Microsoft was to use open standards but be the first to market the new protocols. See CUSUMANO & YOFFIE, supra note 357, at 135. However, in order to enlarge the market, competitors must adopt the open standard.
434. See supra text accompanying note 120.
435. SHAPIRO & VARIAN, supra note 2, at 156; Robin Mansell, Designing Electronic Commerce, in COMMUNICATION BY DESIGN: THE POLITICS OF INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES 103, 122 (Robin Mansell & Roger Silverstone eds., 1996) (noting how electronic trading systems are designed to gain competitive advantages through design features that limit competitors).
436. SHAPIRO & VARIAN, supra note 2, at 156; Robin Mansell, Designing Electronic Commerce, in COMMUNICATION BY DESIGN: THE POLITICS OF INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES 103, 122 (Robin Mansell & Roger Silverstone eds., 1996) (noting how electronic trading systems are designed to gain competitive advantages through design features that limit competitors).
437. SHAPIRO & VARIAN, supra note 2, at 200 (noting Cisco’s use of proprietary features); Jeffrey Fritz, Strategies & Issues: Shaping the Learning Curve, NETWORK MAG., Dec. 5, 2000, available at http://www.networkmagazine.com/article/NMG20001130S0006/2 (noting how routing vendors, such as Cisco, offer proprietary features that lock a network into using a specific vendor’s products).
incorporated proprietary tweaks to improve their products’ performance as compared to non-Netscape products. The purpose of these changes was to keep its customers from switching to another product.

A consortium’s standards do not always meet the requirements of open standards because its basic mission is developing standards for the benefit of its members. For example, a consortium may choose to restrict distribution of a standard to only its members. Also, a consortium may charge a high price for access to the standard. Finally, a consortium does not have to consider public input in its development process. However, the most important consortia for the Internet, the IETF and the W3C, do develop open standards. An open standard does not mean the implementation is free. Users may still be required to license the intellectual property necessary to implement the standard.

The open source movement also supports a higher form of open standards, modularity, which breaks down a large piece of code into smaller pieces or modules. With modularity, it is possible to replace a module without disrupting the operation of the program as a whole. This style of design allows for considerable flexibility. For example, a developer unhappy with a certain module can replace only that module, which is much simpler than modifying the entire code. A second advantage of modularity is that it facilitates a decentralized
People can independently work on different parts of the code. This feature of modularity is particularly popular in the open source movement. Many open source projects, such as the Shambhala version of Apache, are designed using a modular architecture.

**B. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PROTECTION**

Just as institutions differ in their consideration of open standards, they also differ in their choice of intellectual property protection for code. This choice is important, because intellectual property protection strikes a balance between the rights of the producers and the rights of the users. Institutions balance these rights differently, resulting in significant economic and social consequences. In this section, we discuss the approaches to intellectual property protection for code pursued by universities, firms, consortia, and the open source movement.

**1. UNIVERSITIES**

Universities have historically developed knowledge for the public good. They have therefore favored wide dissemination of their knowledge by employing minimal intellectual property protection. This allowed anyone to build upon this knowledge for public or private gain. This rationale is evident in CERN’s decision to place libwww’s source code in the public domain. The public domain was chosen over other methods of dissemination because it required the least restrictive type of protection. A more restrictive method could have led some entities to not develop code for the web. Consequently,
CERN’s libwww code served as a building block for future code, including NCSA Mosaic and Apache. Quite simply, without CERN’s code being available in the public domain, the web would not exist as we know it.

In the 1980s, legislation was enacted in the United States that allowed, and even encouraged, universities to seek intellectual property protection for the inventions of their researchers. The rationale was that many government-subsidized inventions were languishing because of inadequate incentives for commercialization, the government therefore gave universities the power to license and profit from their intellectual property. The resulting revenue, while concentrated in a few inventions, was over three hundred million dollars for the inventors and their universities.

In our case study, the University of Illinois sought intellectual protection for the NCSA Mosaic browser. It then began licensing out the rights to the source code, for commercial use with nonexclusive licenses to almost a dozen companies. In all, these licenses and royalties earned the University of Illinois seven million dollars. To put these licensing revenues into perspective, this accounts for about four percent of Netscape’s browser-based revenue in 1996.

---

Gopher. See supra note 59.

451. The Bayh-Dole Act provides universities with the rights to inventions resulting from government-sponsored research at universities. This allows universities to profit from their inventions and creates an obligation for them to commercialize these technologies. Bayh-Dole Act, Pub. L. No. 96-517, 94 Stat. 3018 (1980) (codified as amended at 35 U.S.C. § 200-12 (1994)).


454. See supra text accompanying notes 94-97. Quittner & Slatalla, supra note 46, at 107 (claiming that NCSA charged $10,000 and a percentage on every copy); Wolfe, supra note 300 (claiming that NCSA charged an initial fee of $100,000 plus $5 for each copy).


A decision by a university to seek intellectual property protection has significant ramifications. Most importantly, licensing places limits on the public’s access to the code. The restrictions on access could affect other academic researchers, the open source movement, and competitors of the licensee. Universities have a tremendous amount of discretion in these decisions. We believe that there is a need for more definitive guidelines to ensure that universities are acting not just in their own financial interest, but also in the public interest.

2. **FIRMS**

Firms tend to favor maximum intellectual property protection because they seek to maximize the value of their property to their shareholders and not to the general public at large. This is why Netscape patented cookies. However, firms will sometimes accept less intellectual property protection in exchange for greater market share in order to capitalize on the influence of network externalities. This is why firms sometimes offer their intellectual property to consortia or the open source movement. Their hope is that they can offset their loss in intellectual property protection by gains in market share.

3. **CONSORTIA**

Consortia vary in their rules for intellectual property protection because they must balance the intellectual property protection rights of participants against the more immediate goal of setting standards for the benefit of their members. As a result, the licensing terms for standards produced by consortia have a great deal of variation. The approaches of the W3C and the IETF toward intellectual property illustrate these variations. The IETF requires “reasonable and nondiscriminatory licensing” (RAND), while the W3C simply has a policy of royalty-free licensing. On its face, this difference could lead profit from NCSA Mosaic. But Clark believes that the basic mission of a university is education, and not profitable products and services. He points out that Stanford recognizes this and this has led to hundreds of start-ups. CLARK, supra note 71, at 55. In the end, the University of Illinois gained a little licensing revenue, but lost many times over in alumni contributions by trying to cut out the student developers.

---

457. See supra note 105.
459. Id. The W3C created considerable controversy in the fall of 2001
a firm to choose the IETF over the W3C because of the potential for licensing revenue.

The amount of disclosure that is necessary varies in different consortia. Typically, consortia require participants to disclose any intellectual property rights that are the subject of a standard setting process. This disclosure actually prevents the “capture” of a standard through the opportunistic use of intellectual property rights. If intellectual property rights are not disclosed, one party might later control a standard after the consortia agreed upon that standard. Consortia vary on how they punish non-disclosure. Some consortia minimize the potential gain earned by firms from non-disclosure, while others penalize a firm’s non-disclosure. Moreover, the FTC and courts may punish this behavior as anticompetitive. In our case study on cookies, Netscape violated IETF rules by not disclosing their patent. However, it is unlikely that Netscape will be subject to legal action and estopped from enforcing its patent. Nevertheless, Netscape’s behavior is not anomalous and appears to be a natural tendency. Firms want to control and profit from their intellectual property rights, while also creating open standards within consortia to enlarge markets.

4. OPEN SOURCE MOVEMENT

The open source movement uses several types of intellectual property licenses that are the outgrowth of two major divisions in the open source movement; each division reflects a different philosophical and practical view of what the open source movement should represent.

Historically, the open source movement has been committed to free software. The initial goal of the FSF was to create a free Unix-
based operating system. The FSF intellectual property rights freedom should exist at three levels. First, one should have the freedom to study how a program operates and be able to adapt it to her own needs through access to the source code. Second, users should have the freedom to redistribute copies of the source code. Third, users should be free to improve the program and release their improvements to the public for the benefit of the community of free software users.468

The FSF created the GNU General Public License (GPL) to help ensure that software remains free of cost.469 The GPL grants everyone permission to run, copy, modify, and distribute the modified version of the program. To ensure that software stays free, the license requires that distribution of modified versions also be free. This prevents people from taking free software, incorporating it into proprietary or commercial programs, and then selling the software. The downstream effect of the GPL on derivative software has led Microsoft, as a partisan commentator, to analogize the GPL to a virus that infects all the code it touches.470

Apache represents the other branch of the open source movement. This branch is not committed to the value of free code as free speech; instead, they see the open source movement as a better method for developing high quality code. The Apache project did not use the GPL, and instead, favored a type of license most widely associated with BSD Unix.471 This license also requires that source code be kept free, but modifications to the source code are not required to be kept free.472 This license therefore does not have the “viral” nature of the GPL. It allows derivative or modified open source code to be incorporated into commercial products. For example, firms, such as IBM and Apple, are allowed to incorporate Apache’s open source code into their commercial products. Naturally, commercial firms working with the open source movement generally favor this type of

468. See Free Software Foundation, supra note 268.
471. BSD stands for the Berkeley Software Distribution version of Unix.
472. Bruce Pernes, The Open Source Definition, in OPEN SOURCES (Chris DeBona et al. eds., 1999) (discussing the differences between public domain, GNU, and open source licenses); http://cyber.law.harvard.edu/home/ossummary (listing various open source licenses).
license.

C. OPEN SOURCE CODE

Open source code provides public access to a program’s core, thereby allowing people to build upon an existing platform and saving them the work of recreating code.473 One important feature of open source code is its transparency. Because the source is open to inspection, it is easy to see what the source is capable of accomplishing, as well as what flaws it may contain, while also making it impossible to incorporate hidden features.474 This allows users a certain level of trust in programs running open source code.475 In this section, we discuss the approach of universities, firms, and consortia towards open source code. We do not discuss the open source movement, because they – by definition – support open source code.

As we have made clear already, the fundamental norms of a university support the sharing of research, so they are a natural source of open source code.476 As an example, CERN was released to create a foundation for developing web browsers and servers. However, the recent trend of universities seeking intellectual property protection for code discourages the use of open source code. In our case study, the University of Illinois did not open source the NCSA Mosaic web browser for commercial use, and instead, licensed the code to a number of firms.477 However, the source code for the NCSA Mosaic

473. See supra text accompanying notes 265-266.

474. An example of a hidden feature may be a backdoor or a password that allows any user to gain control over a program.

475. Besides a level of trust through transparency, open source also provides users trust in the code’s existence. Since the code is freely available, users do not have to worry about not having access to the code. In contrast, if a firm fails its code may effectively disappear leaving its customers to find a replacement.

476. Some examples of government open source code can be found at the Open Channel Software Foundation. Another notable example is the work by the National Security Agency (NSA) on developing a secure version of open source operating system Linux. NSA complied with the open source license for Linux, the GPL, and is releasing its modifications to the public. P.J. Connolly, U.S. Government Moves to Secure Linux; Will NSA’s Efforts Shape the Future of Security?, INFOWORLD, Feb. 5, 2001, available at http://www.infoworld.com/articles/op/xml/01/02/05/010205opswatch.xml (last visited May 6, 2004). However, this work has been criticized because its efforts aided everyone and not just American software firms. Robert Lemos, Linux Makes a Run for Government, CNET NEWS.COM, Aug. 16, 2002, available at http://news.com.com/2100-1001-950083.html (last visited May 6, 2004).

477. See supra text accompanying notes 94-97.
web server was available publicly.\textsuperscript{478}

Firms tend to protect their investment in developing new code, and therefore, do not release their code as open source. This is to be expected. However, the success of the open source movement has prompted some firms to release their code as open source for potential financial gain.\textsuperscript{479} For example, IBM has contributed open source code to the Apache project. IBM is not altruistic; rather, it believes it can make money by bundling an improved Apache with its proprietary software.\textsuperscript{480} This bundling allows IBM to take advantage of Apache’s high quality, while saving them the effort of developing their own web server.\textsuperscript{481} However, releasing code as open source does not guarantee that open source developers will improve the code. Firms still need to ensure that developers are motivated to work on the code.\textsuperscript{482}

Consortia are generally not concerned with open source code because they focus on standards and not the creation of code. Nevertheless, the decision to open source code rests with the consortium’s members. The W3C has made a commitment to release its code as open source. The W3C's code is not intended for everyday use by consumers, rather it is for developers to test new standards. By

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{478} See supra text accompanying note 177.
\item \textsuperscript{481} IBM has made a solid commitment to open source software. It believes that the open source development process can result in high quality software, because “innovation can be spurred through collaboration and the free exchange of ideas,” according to Scott Handy, director of Linux solutions marketing for IBM. Interview with Scott Handy, \textit{Scott Handy Tells What’s Up with IBM and Linux}, available at http://slashdot.org/article.pl?sid=01/07/16/1326224 (July 16, 2001).
\item \textsuperscript{482} For example, Apple has failed to generate interest in its open source code for Quicktime. Paul Festa, \textit{Will Real Feast Where Apple Failed?}, CNET NEWS.COM (July 30, 2002), at http://news.com.com/2100-1023-947094.html.
\end{itemize}
using open source code, the W3C is inviting developers to assist in the development process for the benefit of the entire developer community.483

D. QUALITY OF CODE

Problems with code may develop as a result of software complexity, programming errors, or through software development tools.484 The resulting errors may be trivial or a matter of life and death.485 One estimate suggests that defective code accounts for as much as forty-five percent of computer-system downtime and cost U.S. companies one hundred billion dollars in lost productivity and repairs last year.486 If these flaws are not detected and fixed, code quickly becomes considered poor quality and may be abandoned. Quality of code is of such importance that more than half of the development process is typically spent on testing. 487 The testing of code is conducted in a variety of ways and usually extends to the documentation, specifications, and user manuals associated with code.488 This section explores institutional differences in the quality of

483. All of the W3C's open source projects can be found at http://www.w3.org/Status (last visited April 28, 2003).
485. A classic case of bugs in code leading to deaths and serious injuries is the computerized radiation therapy machine called the Therac-25. See Nancy Leveson & Clark S. Turner, An Investigation of the Therac-25 Accidents, COMPUTER, July 1993, at 18. The most expensive failure of code is the explosion of the Ariane 5 rocket with $500 million in satellites. This failure was the result of a simple buffer overflow error. See INQUIRY BOARD, EUROPEAN SPACE AGENCY, ARIANE 5 FLIGHT 501 FAILURE: REPORT BY THE INQUIRY BOARD (July 19, 1996), available at http://ravel.esrin.esa.it/docs/esa-x-1819eng.pdf; Jean-Marc Jézéquel & Bertrand Meyer, Design by Contract: The Lessons of Ariane, COMPUTER, Jan. 1997, at 130 (noting that this problem occurred because of the reuse of code).
487. Kit, supra note 484.
488. Id.; see also CEM KANER ET AL., TESTING COMPUTER SOFTWARE (1999); GLENFORD J. MYERS, THE ART OF SOFTWARE TESTING (1979).
code. We begin by discussing universities, and continue on to firms, consortia, and the open source movement.

Universities do not emphasize high quality code for two reasons. First, the production of quality code is not their primary goal. Instead, universities encourage the creation of innovative, cutting-edge code, with the aim of creating a radical idea. Second, universities lack the staff and resources necessary to create code that is both unique and error-free. For example, during the development of NCSA Mosaic, the goal was to make the code work “most of the time.” There was no pressure to develop a higher quality product. Instead, the pressure was to develop new features and platforms. According to John Mittelhauser, “we didn’t really care about quality. We were just cranking out releases and putting in new features.” 489 Their goal was not to produce quality software but rather to develop innovative code and to get people excited. According to Quittner, “the developers of NCSA Mosaic didn’t care if the code was buggy [of low quality:] if 10 percent of the users couldn’t operate the software because it crashed too much, then big deal. They weren’t selling it after all.” 490

Conversely, firms generally produce code of relatively high quality because, in contrast to universities, they must acquire and retain customers. To this end, firms test their code. For example, the developers of NCSA Mosaic changed their attitude on software quality when they joined Netscape. They realized that in order to sell their software, they needed to place an emphasis on producing a quality product. 491 This led them to add specific quality control measures to the development process. 492

In some industries, government regulation further compels the production of relatively error-free code. For example, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) regulate code placed in medical devices and in airborne systems, respectively. These regulations do not mandate the use of specific code, but rather require firms to pay attention to the quality of their code throughout the development process. 493 Nevertheless, as

489. CUSUMANO & YOFFIE, supra note 357 at 158.
490. QUITTNER & SLATALLA, supra note 46, at 59. Similarly, in the case of the NCSA web server, NCSA didn’t have the resources to maintain and fix all of the reported bugs.
491. CUSUMANO & YOFFIE, supra note 357 at 231.
492. See CUSUMANO & YOFFIE, supra note 357 at 265-297 (discussing the differences between Microsoft and Netscape in their quality assurance testing).
numerous critics have pointed out, unregulated businesses generally produce lower quality, less reliable code. The standard explanation is that consumers find lower quality code acceptable\(^{494}\) especially when the offsetting benefit is the incorporation of the latest innovative features.\(^{495}\) Therefore, some firms have little incentive to better develop and test code to ensure its high quality.\(^{496}\) We saw this in the development of Netscape’s web browser. Netscape wanted to be the first browser with the cookies technology, and the ensuing rapid development led to the release of a flawed product.\(^{497}\) Some critics disagree with the standard explanation, arguing instead that the current business model for code encourages the development of poor quality code.\(^{498}\) Others argue that the market will not solve this
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\(^{495}\) Peter Coffee, Attacking the Quality Monster, PCWeek, Dec. 14, 1998, at 18; Joel Garreau, Thinking Outside the Box, WASH. POST, Mar. 19, 2001, at C01; Ricadela, supra note 486, at 43.

\(^{496}\) There are many steps firms can take to improve the quality of code including different programming techniques. See Erik Sherman, Taking Programming to the Extreme, TECH. REV., July 19, 2002.

\(^{497}\) See supra text accompanying notes 110-111.

\(^{498}\) Some critics argue that the current business model may encourage the development of poor quality code. This occurs because the incentives for customer acquisition favor releasing a low quality code over a finished high quality version. Often, firms never fix the initial low quality version, because they are busy releasing new versions of code every few years. Vendors who refuse to support older versions of products pressure customers, who are often locked in, to upgrade to new versions. Moreover, the customer is usually subject to an annual maintenance fee for technical support. This is how the current business model encourages the development of low quality code that needs maintenance and continual upgrading. See DONALD A. NORMAN, THE INVISIBLE COMPUTER 78-82 (1998) (discussing how the current business model leads to software of unnecessary complexity); Meredith Levinson, Let’s Stop Wasting $78 Billion a Year, CIO MAG., Oct. 15, 2001, at pages 79-83 (noting the problems in the current software vendors business models and how
problem of low quality code. They believe that either product liability lawsuits or government regulation is needed to improve code quality.499

Consortia typically develop standards, not code, but the standard’s quality is still important. A poor standard can lead to a number of problems, ranging from confusion in the marketplace to the abandonment of the standard. In our case studies, we found that both the IETF and the W3C produced high quality standards, due to the efforts of the individuals participating in their development. In addition, the role of a public process can notably influence quality, as the development of the IETF’s standard for cookies made clear. There, a public process quickly found problems with third party cookies that Netscape had overlooked.500

The benefits of public involvement also underlie the capability of the open source movement to produce high quality code. Instead of entrusting quality control to a limited number of paid personnel, this movement relies upon a potentially unlimited pool of volunteers. The notion is simply that if enough people test the code, problems in it will be discovered and corrected.501 Naturally, the movement’s success in identifying and repairing problems depends upon the number of people and their collective expertise.502 Although the volunteers are not directly compensated for their work, they nonetheless possess a notable incentive for finding and fixing problems: an increase in their reputational capital within the open source community. These factors have spurred the development of Apache’s high quality code.503

Firms are adopting a quasi-public development process by using volunteer software testers. Many firms routinely release pre-release or beta versions of code to allow for public feedback.504

499. Mann, supra note 494.
500. See supra text accompanying notes 123-128.
501. See Raymond, supra note 265 (arguing that if there are enough users looking at the code, then the bugs will be found and corrected and quoting Linus Torvald, “‘Given enough eyeballs, all bugs are shallow.’”
502. For example, during the development of Apache thousands of people contributed bug reports. See supra text accompanying note 192.
503. See Mockus, supra note 190. Another popular example is the Linux operating system, which is considered to be more secure and bug free than code produced by Microsoft. The explanation is that the open source movement’s public review process is much better and faster than the process used by firms. However, the claim of the open source movement’s high quality code is backed more by anecdotal evidence that empirical research.
504. CUSUMANO & YOFFIE, supra note 357, at 283 (noting the role of Netscape’s beta testing in allowing for a larger review group and rapid user

companies are fighting back) available at http://www.cio.com/archive/101501/wasting_content.html.
Microsoft and Apple even charge their users to beta test their new operating systems.\footnote{505} The testing provides information on the quality of code before the final release.\footnote{506} However, this is different from the method used by the open source movement. Firms prefer to use a beta test near the final stages of development, while the open source movement allows continuous testing.

**E. MARKETING AND CUSTOMER SUPPORT**

This section focuses on attributes of code that are often characterized as “bells and whistles.” These “extras” make code more desirable and usable by people, and include interfaces that are easy-to-use, documentation that is well-written, and technical support that is ample and helpful. Here we explore the following topics: how institutions market their code; how institutions differ in their abilities to create easy-to-use code; and the role played by documentation and institutional variations in the level and quality of technical support. In each section, we begin by discussing universities, and then continue on to firms, consortia, and the open source movement. We do not discuss consortia, except for marketing, because they rely on their members to develop a product with specific attributes.

**1. MARKETING**

Once an institution develops code, the next step is convincing a user to adopt the code.\footnote{507} This requires an institution to think seriously about how best to market its product. For universities, scarce resources restrict their marketing efforts to relatively low cost approaches such as publishing and “word of mouth” advertising. In order to get new users, both NCSA Mosaic and Berners-Lee’s early web browser relied on

\footnote{505} See Coffee, supra note 495 (noting that the cost of fixing a software defect is much less in the beta stage than after final release).\footnote{506} See Coffee, supra note 495 (noting that the cost of fixing a software defect is much less in the beta stage than after final release).\footnote{507} Quintas, supra note 339, at 92-94.
recommendations in Internet discussion groups such as www-talk.\textsuperscript{508} 

As compared to universities, firms have a stronger economic motivation to create, develop, and retain customers through marketing. Profit is, after all, the raison d’etre of most firms, and consequently, firms devote entire departments to the task of persuading users to adopt their code.\textsuperscript{509} They accomplish this by identifying potential customers, developing promotional campaigns, and formulating pricing strategies. In the process, a marketing department learns how what customers are looking for, providing feedback that is critical to developers in the design and continued development of code.\textsuperscript{510} 

Consortia vary on how much marketing they may conduct, and it is up to their members to adopt and promote the standards. For example, the W3C does not concern itself with marketing its standards, believing that these tasks are outside its mission.\textsuperscript{511} Indeed, in our case study, the W3C never marketed PICS to software firms and end users of PICS.\textsuperscript{512} However, other consortia may choose to market their standards. This can encompass developing usage guidelines, certification, and branding for standards. For example, the VoiceXML consortium is developing a certification program for compliant vendors.\textsuperscript{513} 

Finally, the open source movement ignores marketing as an unnecessary extra.\textsuperscript{514} This is natural given the heavy emphasis placed on technical issues by the open source movement. The marketing that is done is largely informal and dependent upon word of mouth 

\footnotesize
\textsuperscript{508} See supra note 77 (noting NCSA Mosaic’s announcement); see supra text accompanying note 51 (noting Berners-Lee’s announcement). 
\textsuperscript{509} A. PARASURAMAN & CHARLES L. COLBY, TECHNO-READY MARKETING: HOW AND WHY YOUR CUSTOMERS ADOPT TECHNOLOGY (2001) (discussing how firms can market code). 
\textsuperscript{510} See CUSUMANO & YOFFIE, supra note 357, at 236-37 (describing how marketing can affect the technical goals during the design of code; Kieran McCarthy, Geeks Declare War on Intel, SALON, Mar. 2, 2001, (describing the influence of Intel’s marketing department on the development of code), at http://www.salon.com/tech/feature/2001/03/02/intel_netburst/index.html. 
\textsuperscript{511} Khare, supra note 254. 
\textsuperscript{512} See supra text accompanying notes 166-176 (noting the problems with the implementation and use of PICS). 
\textsuperscript{514} This is a weakness of the open source movement, which tends to focus tightly on the source code while forgetting the larger structure in which source code operates. See Bezroukov, supra note 277 (noting the need for the open source movement to recognize and address the infrastructure and implicit knowledge that software depends upon).
communication. Anything more is generally outside the activities of the open source movement. However, the commercial possibilities of open source code have led a number of companies, most notably IBM, to begin active marketing efforts. These marketing efforts are led by firms seeking to profit from the open source movement.

2. User-Friendly Code

The phrase “user-friendly” describes code that is relatively easy to use. User friendly code has both an intuitive interface and compatibility with third party products. Universities do not emphasize user-friendly code. Moreover, they don’t have the resources to conduct usability testing. Instead, they work on developing new and innovative code. In a few cases, the innovative code is also easy to use. This occurred during the development of NCSA Mosaic. Andreessen developed NCSA Mosaic in response to the complexity of existing web software that intimidated novice users. Andreessen listened and responded to people’s concerns and continually shaped NCSA Mosaic so that it would be easy to use.

Firms have a direct interest in creating accessible and user-friendly products because their sale leads to improved market share and profits. A firm’s emphasis on these issues is so great that it conducts product usability testing to ensure that consumers can easily use its products. A good example of the ability of firms to create user-friendly code is the development of operating systems. Apple’s latest operating system, Mac OS X, is widely praised for its ease of use.
Apple built this operating system on top of BSD, an open source UNIX operating system. The resulting code has an aesthetically pleasing interface that is both easy to use and easily interoperable with a variety of third party code.


The open source movement's code is biased towards the needs of its sophisticated users. Its notions of user-friendly code are quite different from those of a novice. Its focus is on the operation of code, with little concern for polishing and refining code for novices. For example, the open source movement has been unsuccessful in creating an easy-to-use, open source, UNIX operating system. The flagship of the open source movement is Linux, an open source UNIX operating system. However, Linux is notoriously difficult for new users. The operating system is designed for advanced users. No one took the time to make features easy to use and intuitive for novices. Moreover, the open source movement lacks the resources to conduct product usability testing.

3. DOCUMENTATION

Documentation allows users to quickly understand how a product operates. High quality documentation is known to result in

521. See supra text accompanying note 344. The typical attitude of the open source movement is reflected in a statement by Eric O'Dell, the director of information services at the Gadget Guru, who sees usability and flexibility as opposing goals: "Either usability suffers or flexibility does[. . .] Since the hackers maintain the system, there is obviously a certain reluctance to cripple the system just to satisfy end users, who are not held in very high esteem anyway." Andrew Leonard, Linux for Dummies?, SALON, May 11, 1999, at http://www.salon.com/tech/review/1999/05/11/openlinux/. However, Apple's new operating system, Mac OS X, has succeeded in making an operating system that is both usable and flexible.

522. For example, sophisticated users are likely to seek code that runs on sophisticated operating systems, such as Linux over Windows, and provide a considerable amount of flexibility, such as a command line interface over a graphical interface. See David M. Nichols et al., Usability and Open-Source Software Development, in PROCEEDINGS OF THE SYMPOSIUM ON COMPUTER HUMAN INTERACTION 49 (Elizabeth Kemp et al. eds., 2001), available at http://www.comp.lancs.ac.uk/computing/users/dmn/docs/oss.html.

523. Id. (noting several forms of developer biases that affect usability). Similarly, the open source encryption project, GnuPG, also suffers from an interface that is not user friendly. See Bill Lamb, Pretty Geek Privacy, SALON, Mar. 27, 2002, at http://www.salon.com/tech/feature/2002/03/27/gnupg/print.html.


safer, more reliable systems. Because of their scarce resources, universities tend not to emphasize documentation. Firms, in contrast, usually provide good documentation. For example, Netscape provided generous documentation with its early web browsers. However, the documentation was selectively written to overlook features such as cookies and the referrer technology that affected privacy. Eventually, media and government pressure forced Netscape to include information about cookies and the related privacy issues in its documentation.

The open source movement relies predominately on its users to develop documentation. This can result in documentation that varies greatly in both quality and quantity. However, once an open source project is sufficiently popular, commercial publishers may develop documentation. This has led critics to argue that the best open source documentation is produced not by the open source movement, but by commercial publishers.

4. Technical Support

Technical support provides users with assistance in the installation, maintenance, and use of code. The limited resources of a university often mean that technical support is neglected. One of the

528. See supra text accompanying notes 112-113. The referrer technology is a feature that provides a web site with information on your previous location. Thus a web site knows the URL from which you clicked. This can be useful for a web site to understand how visitors are finding and arriving at their web site.
529. See supra text accompanying notes 131-134.
530. See, for example, the Apache Documentation Project at http://httpd.apache.org/docs-project/ (last visited May 5, 2004). Linux has a similar volunteer led site devoted to publishing documentation at http://www.linuxdoc.org/ (last modified May 5, 2004).
531. See Nichols, supra note 522 (finding in a case study that the lack of professional technical writers was obvious and consequently led to problems for users).
532. O’Reilly Publishing is a notable publisher of documentation and manuals for open source software such as Apache, Perl, and Linux.
533. See Bezroukov, supra note 277.
atypical features of NCSA Mosaic, in comparison with other university browsers, was its early emphasis on technical support. Eventually, however, the developers couldn’t provide the level of technical support that the users of NCSA Mosaic requested. Naughton notes that “Mosaic’s creators were thus experiencing many of the demands of working in a commercial company – providing ‘customer’ support, for example – but receiving none of the rewards which normally accompany such pressure.” The lack of rewards reflects the university’s priorities, namely inventing code but not maintaining it.

Firms typically have a formal process for technical support, such as by contacting their technical support departments. These departments maintain code by continually fixing problems that occur. Firms recognize the importance of technical support in maintaining customers, and customers clearly consider technical support when purchasing code. However, as firms develop newer products, they often limit support for older ones.

The open source movement relies upon its users to provide technical support. This often occurs through a myriad of online materials, discussion groups, and chat rooms. With the growing commercial use of open source projects, a new wave of companies, such as IBM and Red Hat, are providing technical support for open source software. These commercial providers can assure firms that they will receive timely technical support and do not have to rely on the whims of online discussion groups.

534. See supra text accompanying notes 78-80. See also supra text accompanying note 178 (noting the technical support issues with NCSA Mosaic web server).

535. NAUGHTON, supra note 36, at 247. As NCSA Mosaic grew in popularity, NCSA was receiving more and more calls requiring technical support. According to Chris Wilson, a member of the initial development team for NCSA Mosaic, “‘the [NCSA] center was just getting swamped[,]’ . . . ‘They were hiring people as quickly as they could and there was no way to get through the backlog.’” Wolfe, supra note 300.


538. Karim R. Lakhani & Eric von Hippel, How Open Source Software Works: “Free” User-to-User Assistance, 32 RESEARCH POLICY 923 (2003) (conducting an empirical study of the field support for open source software, which found that users were willing to help provide support for the Apache web server).

F. SOCIAL VALUES IN CODE

The previous sections focused on the technical attributes of code. This section focuses on other social values that code may reflect. For example, the case studies on cookies and PICS show that considerations of privacy and free speech can be embedded in code. In this section, we explain how institutions differ in their incorporation of social values. Policymakers can use this understanding to selectively support the development of code with an institution. This section begins by discussing universities, and continues on to firms, consortia, and the open source movement. The last part of this section provides an example of a social value, privacy, to show how institutions differ in the inclusion of a social value.

1. UNIVERSITIES

A university provides its developers with considerable autonomy. As a result, academic developers largely determine the values in the code. This allows social, economic, or political influences to affect code by reflecting the values of the individual developers. Consequently, code written by different developers may reflect a wide variation in values, even though the projects are similar. This is evident in the development of web browsers by Berners-Lee and Andreessen.

Berners-Lee developed a web browser that made it very easy for people to read and write pages. He envisioned the web as a place where it would be easy for people both to find and to contribute new information. He considered it important to develop tools to make it simple to publish material. Instead of browsers, he thought of the programs as browser/editors. This value was incorporated in Berners-Lee’s code. In contrast, Andreessen focused on making an aesthetically contemporary (“cool”) web browser. He added visually enhancing features such as multimedia and the inclusion of online

540. We use the term social values to refer to interests to society that are affected by code.
541. See supra text accompanying notes 289-292.
543. See supra text accompanying notes 84-87.
He was not concerned with developing a web browser that allowed people to create content. Instead, his code reflected the value that he placed on the presentation of content.

2. **Firms**

The goal of firms is to develop profitable code, and to this end, they include attributes that are profitable. For example, firms profit from code allowing visually impaired people to use computers. In this case, firms are producing code that supports societal values. However, firms may choose not to produce code that supports unprofitable, though socially beneficial, values. This is because firms seek to meet the needs of consumers and not those of society in general, a phenomenon known as market failure. This is not surprising and is a consequence of the structure and motivation of a firm. This section first discusses market failure from the perspective of economic efficiency and then addresses ethically based forms of market failure.

There are four types of market failure from the perspective of economic efficiency. First, market failure occurs as a result of externalities. This occurs when the market price of a product does not reflect the costs that its use and production impose upon society. Similarly, security is an externality.

---

544. See supra text accompanying notes 88-89.

545. The reason for this difference is both developers are seeking recognition from different peer groups. See supra text accompanying notes 281-285.


549. See supra text accompanying note 311.


551. An example of a positive externality is investment in research and development, which provides a benefit to the society that exceeds its cost.
which is a cost not accounted for in the production of code. The costs of security have reached trillions of dollars, and a single virus incident that affects Microsoft-based computers can cost over a billion dollars. Commentators have argued that Microsoft believes that ease of use is more important than security, and that it therefore makes a strategic business decision to ignore security concerns. The lack of security in Microsoft’s products, however, affects everyone by propagating viruses, reducing bandwidth across the Internet due to spurious traffic, and creating insecure machines that are then used to attack other machines across the Internet. Because Microsoft doesn’t pay for this cost, this naturally leads to Microsoft’s code overlooking the social value of security thereby imposing this negative externality on others.

Second, market failure arises in the production of public

553. Lucy Sherriff, Network Downtime Costs Planet $1.6 Trillion, REGISTER, Nov. 7, 2000, at http://www.theregister.co.uk/content/6/11880.html; M.J. Zuckerman, Feds Warn of Holiday Hackings, USA TODAY, Dec. 14, 2000, at 3D
556. Microsoft may be beginning to correct its security flaws. Recently, Bill Gates sent out an email declaring that security and privacy are instrumental and more important than new features in Microsoft’s products. However, it is not clear whether this is merely lip service or whether substantial resources will be put forth to correct security flaws. See Robert Lemos & Margaret Kane, Gates: Security is Top Priority, CNET NEWS.COM, Jan. 17, 2002 (quoting Bill Gates, “When we face a choice between adding features and resolving security issues, we need to choose security[.]” . . . ‘Our products should emphasize security right out of the box.’”), at http://news.cnet.com/news/0-1003-200-8509737.html. Microsoft did begin requiring programmers to attend half-day training sessions on writing secure software. See John Markoff, Microsoft Programmers Hit the Books in a New Focus on Secure Software, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 8, 2002, at C4.
goods. Public goods are non-excludable and non-rivalrous in consumption. The classic examples of public goods are property rights, national defense, and infrastructure, such as highways. Similarly, there are code-based goods that have some characteristics of a public good such as standards, open source code, and code addressing issues such as education and energy conservation. These are examples of goods that will be underprovided or not provided for by firms.

Third, market failure occurs when markets are monopolistic or oligopolistic, rather than competitive. With information technologies, there are two phenomena that can lead to uncompetitive markets. First, is the issue of lock-in and switching costs. Indeed, government may have to intervene if switching costs are so high that they act as a barrier to entry for competitors. Second, network effects may lead some markets towards monopoly. For example, communication networks become more valuable as they become large, and that can result in a monopolistic market.

Fourth, market failure can occur because of incomplete information or an asymmetrical allocation of information. The classic example is the used car market, where the seller of used cars possesses much better information about the cars, and as a result, the lemons will crowd out the good used cars. The history of cookies illustrates how consumers have less information than firms. Cookies are a technology that allows web sites to maintain information on their visitors. Netscape viewed the cookies technology as economically

---

557. WALLIS & DOLLERY, supra note 548, at 18-19.
558. Other goods, such as education and standards, are impure public goods. These combine aspects of both public and private goods. Although they serve a private function, there are also public benefits associated with them. Impure public goods may be produced and distributed in the market or collectively through government. How they are produced is a societal choice of significant consequence. See Cargill, supra note 42.
559. Open source code is available to everyone and one person’s use does not affect another’s use. See Lerner, supra note 276 (noting that open source code is a public good).
561. See supra note 410.
562. See supra note 411.
valuable.\textsuperscript{566} Netscape then proceeded to incorporate the cookies technology and turn the feature on. However, Netscape never incorporated tools that allowed users to manage cookies in their browsers. Moreover, Netscape didn’t notify users about the cookies technology.\textsuperscript{567} They probably understood that if consumers knew about this feature, this could have led to a privacy backlash against cookies and hampered the adoption of the Netscape browser. This is an example of a firm exploiting the informational asymmetry between firms and consumers.

The second justification for market failures is not based on economic efficiency, but on ethical considerations. There are three types of market failures that can arise even when markets are efficient.\textsuperscript{568} First, market failure occurs when redistribution of goods does not result in social standards of equity.\textsuperscript{569} This is why there are programs such as universal service, which ensure that all citizens have access to telecommunications.\textsuperscript{570} A second market failure occurs when people do not act in their own self-interest.\textsuperscript{571} This calls for paternalism. An example of paternalism affecting code is the restriction on the transmission of indecent content to minors. A third market failure occurs when the market does not allow everyone equal opportunity for fundamental rights.\textsuperscript{572} This leads to government intervention to ensure that everyone has an equal opportunity, regardless of race, gender, ethnicity, or disability, in areas such as education and employment. For example, government intervention

\textsuperscript{566} If cookies were seen merely as a privacy hazard with no useful benefit, they would probably have been eliminated. For example, Microsoft altered its software after the public became aware that Global Unique Identifiers for computers were being sent to Microsoft. Microsoft had little use for this information. This is not the usual case, since a lack of privacy usually results in useful information on consumer behavior that firms can use or sell. John Markoff, Microsoft Will Alter its Software in Response to Privacy Concerns, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 7, 1999, § 1, at 1.

\textsuperscript{567} Netscape never told users about cookies or provided any documentation on cookies and their privacy implications. See supra text accompanying notes 112-113.


\textsuperscript{569} Wallis & Dollery, supra note 548, at 22.

\textsuperscript{570} Robert M. Frieden, Universal Service: When Technologies Converge and Regulatory Models Diverge, 13 HARV. J.L. & TECH. 395 (2000). See also Harmeet Sawhey, Universal Service: Prosaic Motives and Great Ideals, 38 J. BROADCASTING & ELECTRONIC MEDIA 375 (1994) (arguing that universal service is actually less about the goodness of the human heart than it is about private groups advancing their own agendas).

\textsuperscript{571} See Wallis & Dollery, supra note 548, at 22; Breyer, supra note 548, at 559-60.

\textsuperscript{572} Wallis & Dollery, supra note 548, at 23.
requires code to be accessible by disabled citizens.573

3. CONSORTIA

A consortium’s response to social values is influenced by its structure. This section focuses on the how the goals, membership, and the development process within a consortium influence the incorporation of societal concerns. First, we note that consortia differ in their willingness to develop standards that address social values. Second, we note the role of the development process on the inclusion of social values. Finally, we note how the decision-making process can affect the social values in code.

The PICS case study showed how formation of a consortium facilitated industry cooperation in addressing a social concern. This led James Miller, a co-developer of PICS to state, “[I]ndustry has never demonstrated, and it continues with the privacy stuff to demonstrate that unless a very serious external threat is imposed it will not get together and unify with any speed to address any serious vital issue.”574

The disadvantage of the consortium approach is that it may address a social concern in a way that benefits the consortium’s members over the general public. For example, PICS was designed by the W3C to address social concerns about access to inappropriate material by minors. However, PICS failed to make a significant difference in children’s access to inappropriate material because the solution produced by the W3C was more about avoiding threatened regulation than addressing the social problem. Similar criticisms have been leveled at the W3C’s efforts to address privacy concerns. 575 Jason

574. Interview with James Miller, supra note 138.
575. The W3C is working on a project to address privacy concerns through a technological measure titled the Platform for Privacy Preferences (P3P). Once again, a consortium appears to be a natural solution to political pressure and potential regulation. The W3C’s members are trying to head off government regulation by claiming an industry solution or self-regulation for privacy. In the case of P3P, the W3C has worked with industry to ensure that P3P will be widely adopted by the software vendors, such as Microsoft. However, in doing so, they have neglected the end user and built a product that reflects the industry’s view of privacy and not the expectations of most people. See Christopher D. Hunter, Recoding the Architecture of Cyberspace Privacy: Why Self-Regulation and Technology Are Not Enough, Presented at the International Communication Association Convention, Acapulco, Mexico, June 2000, available at
Catlett of Junkbusters believes that the real motivation behind the W3C’s efforts is not user privacy, but to stave off potential legislation on privacy. So while a consortium may address social concerns, it is biased by its reliance on its members’ efforts and motivations. As a result, a consortium’s product may be of marginal value to society.

The development process also affects the extent to which social values are reflected in its code. For example, by including a diverse pool of contributors, the IETF is rather sensitive to social concerns during the development process. Due to this diversity, the IETF’s standard on cookies was singularly responsive to privacy concerns. Koen Holtman, a European who participated in the discussion, had a distinctively different attitude towards privacy from that of most Americans, and was thereby able to easily identify privacy problems with cookies that others had disregarded.

The decision-making process at a consortium can also affect the inclusion of social values. A consortium can be structured to allow for

---


577. This reliance is evident in the move away from addressing social issues by the W3C. The initial agenda has been toned down and become more technically oriented. Khare, supra note 254 (describing the evolution of the Technology & Society Domain).

578. According to Holtman, “Americans are much more willing to have others use and re-sell personal data . . . Such use and re-selling is common practice in the US, while [it is] bound to strict legal rules or outright forbidden in most European countries. These legal rules reflect the attitude of many Europeans, they are just not some laws which nobody cares about.” E-mail from Koen Holtman, Aug. 24, 1999 (regarding the history of cookies) (on file with author).
public review during the decision-making process. For example, the IETF’s open membership and emphasis on rough consensus affected the development of the cookies standard. Rough consensus allowed members of the IETF to consider a wider array of values than merely profitable ones. Kristol stated that he was under tremendous pressure to ignore the privacy and security problems of third party cookies. But under the IETF’s decision-making structure, he had enough freedom to resist these pressures. As a result, the IETF’s standard for cookies addresses privacy and security concerns.

4. **Open Source Movement**

The open source movement consists of thousands of diverse developers. As a result, the open source movement is subject to a variety of influences. This is often manifested in the wide-ranging values of open source code that sometimes includes the marginal values of society. Our first point is that the open source movement is less subject to the dominant economic and political influences. Second, we note that the open source movement is biased by the social concerns of its members. Our third point notes how the open source movement can be influenced by bottom-up social influences. Finally, we discuss how the open source movement’s support of modularity can allow for the development of code that supports a mosaic of social values.

Developers within the open source movement have considerable autonomy. This international group of volunteer-developers decides the code’s values. As a result, the open source movement is less subject than it might otherwise be to insular economic and political influences. The inclusion of politically, economically, or socially unpalatable features can be seen in open source code, such as the open source web browser Mozilla and file sharing programs. Mozilla includes the ability to block images from third party web sites as well as pop-up advertising windows. File sharing programs, such as Gnutella, have facilitated widespread piracy.

The open source movement is biased by the societal concerns of its members, which are not always representative of the public. Despite the diversity of open source developers, they often share similar beliefs about some issues. For example, the open source movement has not

---

580. See *supra* text accompanying notes 346-351.
581. The culture of the open source movement is just beginning to be addressed. See *Moody, supra* note 88.
addressed the issue of children’s access to inappropriate material on the Internet. This is not surprising given the anti-censorship inclination of the open source movement. These similar beliefs can shape the development of open source code because of its dependence on volunteer developers. This shows how the development of code within the open source movement is shaped by its members’ proclivities.

The open source development process also allows for bottom-up social influences. By allowing the public to comment on and participate in the design, there is bottom-up pressure. This pressure is not necessarily from programmers, but could involve others who participate and support open source projects in other ways. One manifestation of bottom-up pressure is through the use of wish lists where the public can request new features. This under-exploited feedback mechanism is useful to ensure that developers are cognizant of users’ needs.

The open source movement’s use of modularity is capable of simultaneously supporting diverse social values. Through modularity, users can choose the modules that best support their values. For example, consider the modular open source browser Mozilla. Modularity of the browser code means that it will be possible to customize the browser. For example, a browser could be constructed to visit only child-oriented sites, as rated by PICS. Likewise, a browser could be modified not to accept third-party cookies—or the browser’s bookmarks could be customized to contain a set of religious sites. The modularization of open source code makes it possible to select values from a mosaic of code.

5. Privacy as an Illustration of Institutional Differences

This section shows how code developed by different institutions can differentially affect a social value, namely informational privacy.

582. Members can provide material resources, other services such as documentation, or just watch over the process as an interested user.
583. For example, Mozilla has a wish list that allows people to vote on features they think are important. This information is seen by developers as an aid to help them see what the users want. See http://mozilla.org/wishlist-faq.html (last modified Feb. 18, 2004). Similarly, the developers of the open source Virtual Network Computing (VNC) maintained a web page suggesting features that they would like others to develop. See AT&T LABORATORIES CAMBRIDGE, WANT TO HELP? – PROJECT SUGGESTIONS, available at http://www.uk.research.att.com/archive/vnc/help.html.
584. See supra text accompanying notes 443-444.
585. LESSIG, supra note 1, at 225.
This section begins by discussing how universities address privacy, and then continues on to firms, consortia, and the open source movement.

Universities provide their developers with considerable autonomy. This allows them to focus on developing code without having to incorporate features that may compromise privacy.\textsuperscript{586} There are researchers actively working to incorporate privacy technologies into code, for example, by designing a web browser that is sensitive to issues of privacy.\textsuperscript{587} Moreover, others argue that universities should lead by example by developing and using technologies in ways that are sensitive to privacy.\textsuperscript{588}

Firms are likely to support privacy to the extent that it is profitable. As a result, there are a number of firms selling code that people can use to protect their privacy.\textsuperscript{589} However, as a general matter, firms are not emphasizing privacy features in their code. This is due to market failures. Lessig argues that this market failure can be addressed by treating personal information as property.\textsuperscript{590} Providing a legal entitlement over personal information could lead to the development of code that allows people to control this property. Other commentators argue that additional forms of market failures, which arise from information asymmetries and other factors, mean that a property-based approach is insufficient to induce the development of code that considers privacy.\textsuperscript{591} The result of this is that a firm “is eager to spy on us to create its marketing lists and profiles while, at the same time, seeking to keep this process opaque and refusing to grant basic

\textsuperscript{586} For example, the cookies technology was not considered or developed within a university.
\textsuperscript{589} Courtney Macavinta, \textit{Net Tools Store Info But Stir Concerns}, CNET NEWS.COM, October 8, 1999 (discussing a number of privacy protection products, while also noting that consumer advocates warn that such programs do not always protect users' privacy and could wind up helping corporations collect even more data about customers), available at http://news.cnet.com/news/0-1005-200-811310.html.
fair information practices.”

These market failures have led to the under-production of code that embodies the basic value of privacy.

Consortia may be structured to deal with social issues such as privacy. For example, the W3C is working on a privacy project titled P3P, because it met the needs of its members. In contrast, the W3C chose not to work on cookies. Roger Clarke raised this matter with Berners-Lee and the “W3C avoided the matter entirely, reflecting the increasing constraints on its freedom of action arising from its desire to avoid upsetting its corporate sponsors.” Besides differences in deciding what projects to pursue, a consortium’s membership and decision-making process can affect its consideration of societal concerns. For example, the IETF’s public review process was concerned about the privacy risks with cookies.

Compared with consortia, the open source movement is relatively uninfluenced by economic incentives to violate privacy. Thus, we might even expect the open source movement to develop code that protects privacy, but this is not the case. In fact, there has been no coordinated effort in the open source movement to develop such tools. Likewise, there have been surprisingly few individual efforts to develop such code. For example, a search on the popular open source web site, SourceForge, finds only one working project that addresses problems with privacy and cookies. Moreover, this program was originally created by a firm and then released to the open source movement. So while the open source movement has improved the code, it did not initiate its development.

There are two explanations for the lack of development of privacy tools for the general public. First, the open source community is technically sophisticated, and therefore, does not suffer from an informational asymmetry regarding privacy. That is, they understand

593. Elinor Mills Abreu, *CIA-Backed Web Privacy Firm Closes Service*, WASH. POST, Nov. 20, 2001 (noting that David Sobel, general counsel of the Washington, D.C.-based Electronic Privacy Information Center said that “I think it’s generally true that most users are not going to pay for any (additional) services or features”).
594. *See supra* text accompanying notes 575-577.
596. *See supra* text accompanying notes 123-128.
597. This program is named Privoxy and provides filtering capabilities for protecting privacy, filtering web page content, managing cookies, controlling access, removing ads, and stopping pop-ups ads, at http://www.privoxy.org/ (last visited May 5, 2004).
the privacy risks with code as well as how to use code to limit privacy losses. As a result, they do not need new privacy tools. A second more cynical explanation concerns the motivations of developers that seek peer recognition and prestige for career advancement. These developers abstain from working on privacy features because these privacy features are not desired by the firms that the developers are seeking to impress.

VII. CONCLUSION

This Article extends our understanding of code by deconstructing its development. We found that code is shaped by a variety of influences in several social institutions. Specifically, structural factors, various internal and external influences, and management decisions shape the development of code within universities, firms, consortia, and the open source movement. This shaping process results in different emphases within societal institutions on the social and technical attributes of code.

The deconstruction of the development process permits an analysis of institutional competencies and allows policymakers to understand how each institution serves to shape code. We briefly highlight a few of these findings. Our examination of universities found that they were a significant contributor to innovative development of code. In order to ensure continued innovation, our findings suggest that policymakers need to continue to fund research while allowing researchers a measure of autonomy. After all, if researchers were not free to pursue self-directed research, the World Wide Web would not exist.598

As a result of our examination of firms, we found the most significant observation to be the firms’ lack of willingness to incorporate unprofitable social values in code.599 As we point out, this lack of willingness is perfectly rational and not surprising. It is important, however, to recognize this when considering how social values can be addressed by code. An unexpected finding was the extent to which consortia are beholden to their members and their consequent disregard of social concerns.600 Our findings in the PICS case study show the limitations of consortia in addressing public policy concerns. Finally, the open source movement appears to be an emerging source of code that is useful to society, especially with its focus on open standards, open source code, and modularity. However,

598. See supra notes 288-292.
599. See supra Part VI.F.2.
600. See supra Part IV.C.
this movement is not a panacea, and it suffers from several endemic problems including the limits of volunteerism. Nevertheless, it is becoming clear that the open source movement offers a new vista for the development of code.

Our analysis shows how the choice of an institution can affect the development process, speed of the development process, the dissemination of code, and the qualities of the code. These choices are not trivial. For example, society encourages research within universities on the premise that such knowledge will be widely disseminated. Similarly, the choice of an institution affects the attributes of code. Our analysis shows how the choice of a firm affects open standards, quality of code, and the incorporation of societal values into code.

Policymakers can now begin to shape the development of code to favor certain attributes. This can be done in two ways. First, society can influence the development of code through the choice of which institution to support. Our analysis has shown how institutional differences are manifested with different emphasis on the social and technical attributes of code. For example, should society rely on code by firms to protect privacy or should we encourage the open source movement to develop privacy enhancing code? Policymakers can now begin by analyzing whether a firm is likely to incorporate a specific societal concern into code. If not, policymakers may seek the aid of universities, open source movement, or consortia. For example, to encourage the open source movement, policymakers may provide it with code it can build upon and refine.

Secondly, policymakers can shape the development of code by modifying the existing structures of institutions. Our analysis has shown how the existing structures of institutions shape code. Some institutions, like consortia are created entirely out of legislation to meet societal needs. Government could also encourage the development of code by the open source movement by modifying its technology transfer policy to favor the open source movement over firms. To encourage university researchers to examine a specific problem, the government could provide specific research funds. Similarly, the government could use a contrary approach to provide researchers with greater autonomy in the hopes of creating more innovative code. These approaches all shape code differently by influencing its institutional origins. In sum, it is our hope that our analysis and recommendations will allow policymakers to anticipate and guide the development of code that contributes to our society.

601. See supra notes 334-343.